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Abstract
Discovering efficient algorithms is central to computer science. In this thesis,
we aim to discover efficient programs (algorithms) using machine learning.
Specifically, we claim we can efficiently learn programs (Claim 1), and learn
efficient programs (Claim 2).
In contrast to universal induction methods, which learn programs using
only examples, we introduce program induction techniques which addition-
ally use background knowledge to improve learning efficiency. We focus on
inductive logic programming (ILP), a form of program induction which uses
logic programming to represent examples, background knowledge, and learned
programs.
In the first part of this thesis, we support Claim 1 by using appropriate back-
ground knowledge to efficiently learn programs. Specifically, we use logical
minimisation techniques to reduce the inductive bias of an ILP learner. In addi-
tion, we use higher-order background knowledge to extend ILP from learning
first-order programs to learning higher-order programs, including the support
for higher-order predicate invention. Both contributions reduce learning times
and improve predictive accuracies.
In the second part of this thesis, we support Claim 2 by introducing tech-
niques to learn minimal cost logic programs. Specifically, we introduce Metaopt,
an ILP system which, given sufficient training examples, is guaranteed to find
minimal cost programs. We show that Metaopt can learn minimal cost robot
strategies, such as quicksort, and minimal time complexity logic programs,
including non-deterministic programs.
Overall, the techniques introduced in this thesis open new avenues of re-
search in computer science and raise the potential for algorithm designers to
discover novel efficient algorithms, for software engineers to automate the
building of efficient software, and for AI researchers to machine learn efficient
robot strategies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Discovering efficient algorithms is central to computer science, as illustrated
by the major open problems in the field [12, 40, 30]. In this thesis, we aim to
discover efficient programs (algorithms) using machine learning. Specifically,
we claim:
• Claim 1: we can efficiently machine learn programs
• Claim 2: we can machine learn efficient programs
Program induction
Machine learning programs from data is called program induction. The aim is
to learn a program that models a set of examples. For instance, consider the
following examples written as Prolog facts1, where the first argument is the
input and the second is the output:
f([m,a,c,h,i,n,e],e).
f([l,e,a,r,n,i,n,g],g).
f([a,l,g,o,r,i,t,h,m],m).
Given these examples and background predicates head/2, tail/2, and empty/1,
a program induction system could learn a program that finds the last element
of the input list, such as:
1We assume familiarity with Edinburgh Prolog syntax [138]
1
f(A,B):-head(A,B),tail(A,C),empty(C).
f(A,B):-tail(A,C),f(C,B).
A program induction system should learn more accurate programs given more
examples.
Efficiently learning programs
The idea of machine learning goes back to Turing [134] who anticipated the
difficulty in programming a computer with human intelligence and instead
suggested building computers that learn similar to how a human child learns.
Turing also suggested learning with background knowledge, and hinted at
the difficultly of learning without it [88]. In contrast to universal induction
methods [123, 124, 70], which induce programs only from examples, program
induction systems use background knowledge to improve learning efficiency.
In the above example, the background knowledge contains definitions for the
predicates head/2, tail/2, and empty/1. Because they assume background
knowledge, program induction approaches are less general than universal
induction methods, but are more practical because the background knowledge
is a form of inductive bias [81] which restricts the hypothesis space. Given
no background knowledge, and thus no inductive bias, program induction
methods are equivalent to universal induction methods. In the first part of this
thesis (Chapters 4 and 5), we support Claim 1 by using appropriate background
knowledge to efficiently learn programs.
Learning efficient programs
Consider the following examples:
f([l,o,g,i,c,a,l],l).
f([i,n,d,u,c,t,i,v,e],i).
f([l,e,a,r,n,i,n,g],n).
Given these examples and background predicates head/2, tail/2, member/2,
and msort/22, a program induction system could learn a program that finds the
duplicate in the input list. Two such programs are:
Example 1 (Program 1)
2A mergesort predicate provided by most Prolog systems
2
f(A,B):-head(A,B),tail(A,C),member(B,C).
f(A,B):-tail(A,C),f(C,B).
Example 2 (Program 2)
f(A,B):-msort(A,C),f1(C,B).
f1(A,B):-head(A,B),tail(A,C),head(C,B).
f1(A,B):-tail(A,C),f1(C,B).
Although the programs give the same result3, they differ in efficiency. Program 1
goes through the elements of the list in turn checking whether the same element
exists in the rest of the list with time complexity O(n2). By contrast, Program 2
first sorts the list and then goes through checking whether any adjacent elements
are the same with time complexity O(n log n). Although textually larger, both
in the number of clauses and literals, Program 2 is more efficient than Program
1. However, existing program induction approaches [123, 124, 70, 92, 87, 97]
cannot distinguish between the efficiencies of programs, and instead learn
textually simple programs. As the above example shows, smaller programs
are not necessarily more efficient than larger ones. In the second part of this
thesis (Chapters 6, 7 and 8), we address this limitation and support Claim 2 by
introducing techniques to learn efficient programs.
Inductive logic programming
We introduce program induction techniques based on inductive logic program-
ming (ILP) [86], a form of machine learning that uses logic programming to
represent examples, background knowledge, and learned programs. Existing
ILP approaches [92, 87, 97, 106] cannot distinguish between the efficiencies of
programs and instead rely on an Occamist bias to learn textually simple pro-
grams, such as those with the fewest literals [67] or clauses [97]. For instance,
Golem [92] and Progol [87] could both learn sorting algorithms from examples,
but when given background knowledge suitable for learning quicksort, both
systems learned variants of insertion sort because the program was smaller and
there was no bias for learning more efficient algorithms. By contrast, in Chap-
ter 6, we introduce Metaopt, an ILP system biased towards learning efficient
programs.
3success set equivalent when restricted to the target predicate
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Meta-interpretive learning
We focus on meta-interpretive learning (MIL) [96, 97, 23, 25, 24], a form of
ILP based on a Prolog meta-interpreter. In contrast to a standard Prolog meta-
interpreter, which tries to prove a goal by fetching first-order clauses whose
heads unify with the goal, a MIL learner additionally attempts to prove a goal
by fetching higher-order clauses, called metarules, whose heads unify with the
goal. The resulting meta-substitutions are saved and can be reused in later
proofs. Following the proof of a set of goals, a logic program is formed by
projecting the meta-substitutions onto their corresponding metarules, allowing
for a form of ILP which supports predicate invention and learning recursive
programs, both long-standing challenges in ILP [94]. We contribute to the
theory and implementation of MIL.
1.1 Contributions
To support Claims 1 and 2, we make the following contributions:
Efficiently learning programs (Claim 1)
Contribution 1: metarules Program induction systems use background knowl-
edge to restrict the hypothesis space. A MIL learner takes metarules as part of
the background knowledge. Metarules are a form of declarative bias [98, 108]
that determine the structure of learnable programs which in turn defines the
hypothesis space. Selecting which metarules to use is a trade-off between effi-
ciency and expressivity: the hypothesis space increases given more metarules
[72], so we wish to use fewer metarules, but if we use too few metarules then
we lose expressivity. In Chapter 4, we make these contributions to this problem:
• We use Plotkin’s clausal theory reduction algorithm [103] to logically
reduce sets of metarules.
• We show that when this approach is applied to a finite hypothesis language,
only two metarules are necessary to entail all hypotheses in that language.
• We conduct experiments which show that, compared to learning with
non-minimal sets of metarules, learning with minimal sets of metarules
improves predictive accuracies and reduces learning times.
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Contribution 2: higher-order programs Compared to other forms of ma-
chine learning, an advantage of using ILP for program induction is its ability to
learn first-order programs [86], which are intrinsically more expressive than
propositional programs. In Chapter 5, we extend ILP to support learning higher-
order programs by allowing a MIL learner to use higher-order definitions as
background knowledge. We show that learning higher-order programs can re-
duce the textual complexity required to express target classes of programs which
in turn reduces the hypothesis space. We introduce MetagolAI , a MIL learner
which supports learning higher-order programs and higher-order predicate
invention, such as inventing predicates for use in the higher-order abstractions
map/3 and reduce/4. Overall, we make these contributions:
• We define higher-order definitions, abstractions, and inventions.
• We provide sample complexity results which show that learning higher-
order programs can reduce (1) learning times, and (2) the number of
examples required to reach high predictive accuracies.
• We introduce MetagolAI , a MIL learner which supports learning higher-
order programs and higher-order predicate invention.
• We conduct experiments which show that, compared to learning first-
order programs, learning higher-order programs can improve predictive
accuracies by up to 50% and reduce learning times by four orders of
magnitude.
This work is the first to demonstrate higher-order predicate invention and the
efficiency and accuracy advantages of using higher-order abstractions [25].
Learning efficient programs (Claim 2)
Contribution 3: cost minimisation problem When learning programs from
data, we should aim to learn efficient programs. However, as mentioned,
existing program induction systems cannot distinguish between the efficiencies
of programs. In Chapter 6, we make these contributions to this problem:
• We introduce the cost minimisation problem, a general framework for
learning efficient programs.
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• We introduce Metaopt, a MIL learner which solves the cost minimisation
problem using a new search procedure called iterative descent.
• We prove that, given sufficient training examples, Metaopt converges on
minimal cost programs.
Contribution 4: learning efficient robot strategies In Chapter 7, we use
Metaopt to learn efficient resource complexity robot strategies [24]. In contrast
to traditional AI planning [114], which involves the generation of a plan as a
sequence of actions transforming a particular initial state to a particular final
state, a strategy can be viewed as a potentially infinite set of plans, applicable to
a class of initial/final state pairs [24]. Specifically, we make these contributions:
• We introduce the resource complexity minimisation problem, a variant
of the cost minimisation problem, where resource complexity is a user-
defined measure of the efficiency of a robot strategy.
• We conduct experiments on learning robot librarian, postman, and sorter
strategies which show that Metaopt learns minimal resource complexity
strategies in all cases.
This work is the first to demonstrate learning efficient robot strategies [24].
Contribution 5: learning efficient logic programs
In Chapter 8, we use Metaopt to learn efficient time complexity logic programs.
Specifically, we make these contributions:
• We introduce tree complexity, a program cost function based on the size
of a SLD-tree at the point of which a goal is proved by a logic program.
• We introduce the tree complexity minimisation problem, a variant of the
cost minimisation problem.
• We conduct experiments on programming puzzles and real-world string
transformation problems which show that Metaopt learns minimal tree
complexity programs, including non-deterministic programs, which cor-
respond to minimal time complexity programs.
This work is the first to demonstrate learning efficient time complexity programs.
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1.2 Publications
We have published parts of this thesis:
• Parts of Chapter 4 appeared in [23]. I contributed (1) parts of the the-
oretical framework, in particular the work on the logical reduction of
metarules, (2) by conducting the experiments, and (3) by writing half of
the paper.
• Parts of Chapter 5 appeared in [25]. I contributed (1) the idea of learn-
ing higher-order programs, (2) the implementation MetagolAI , (3) by
conducting the experiments, and (3) by writing two-thirds of the paper.
• Parts of Chapters 6 and 7 appeared in [24]. I contributed (1) the idea of
learning efficient robot strategies, (2) the implementation MetagolO, (3)
by conducting the experiments, and (3) by writing half of the paper.
• Parts of Chapter 6 and 8 appeared in [27]. I contributed almost all of the
work for this paper.
We have also published papers related to this thesis [28, 22, 36].
1.3 Outline
The first part of the thesis (Chapters 4 and 5) focuses on Claim 1 and introduces
techniques to efficiently learn programs. The second part of this thesis (Chapters
6, 7, and 8) focuses on Claim 2 and introduces techniques to learn efficient
programs. Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 each include a discussion of related work
specific to that chapter and a brief summary. The rest of this thesis is organised
as follows:
Chapter 2: Related work We discuss related work, including algorithms and
computation, inductive inference, and program induction.
Chapter 3: Meta-interpretive learning We describe MIL and prerequisite con-
cepts from logic programming and ILP.
Chapter 4: Logical minimisation of metarules We describe work on improv-
ing the efficiency of a MIL learner by reducing the number of metarules
required.
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Chapter 5: Learning higher-order programs We describe work on improv-
ing the efficiency of a MIL learner by introducing techniques to learn
higher-order programs.
Chapter 6: Metaopt We introduce the cost minimisation problem, a general
framework for learning efficient programs and Metaopt, a MIL learner
which solves the problem.
Chapter 7: Learning efficient robot strategies We describe work on learn-
ing robot strategies with minimal resource complexity.
Chapter 8: Learning efficient logic programs We describe work on learning
logic programs with minimal tree complexity and thus minimal time
complexity.
Chapter 9: Conclusions We conclude the thesis and discuss future work.
1.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have stated that the goal of this thesis is to machine learn
programs (algorithms) from data, which we call program induction. We have
highlighted that existing approaches cannot learn efficient programs. By con-
trast, we have claimed we can (1) efficiently learn programs, and (2) learn
efficient programs. We have outlined the contributions of the thesis, namely (1)
the introduction of techniques to improve learning efficiency by using appro-
priate background knowledge, and (2) the introduction of the first algorithm
that learns efficient programs. In the next chapter, we cover related literature
for the rest of the thesis, including overviews of algorithms, computation, and
inductive inference.
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Chapter 2
Related work
In this chapter, we detail work related to the thesis, including work on algo-
rithms, computation, inductive inference, program induction, and ILP.
2.1 Algorithms and computation
Informally, an algorithm is a sequence of precise instructions to perform a task.
Computation is the process of applying an algorithm to some input. Although
mathematicians have studied algorithms for millennia, it was not until the
1930s that the concept of an algorithm was formalised mathematically.
In 1928, Hilbert proposed the Entscheidungsproblem [49], which asks whether
there exists an ‘effectively calculable’ procedure (an algorithm) that determines
whether a statement in first-order-logic is provable using the rules of logic.
Before the question could be answered, the notion of an algorithm had to be
formally defined, which was done independently by three logicians. Godel
proposed ‘general recursive functions’ [61], Church proposed λ-definability
based on his λ-calculus [17], and Turing proposed theoretical machines, now
called Turing machines [135].
Turing showed [135] that these three models were equivalent, i.e. a function
is general recursive if and only if it is λ-computable if and only if it is computable
on a Turing machine. The connection between the informal and formal notions
of algorithm is called the Church-Turing thesis [121], which states that a function
is computable by a human following an algorithm, ignoring resource limitations,
if and only if it is computable by a Turing machine.
Having formally defined the notion of an algorithm, a negative answer to
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the Entscheidungsproblem was given by Church [16] who demonstrated the
existence of uncomputable functions in his λ-calculus, and by Turing [135] who
showed there cannot exist a general method that decides whether any Turing
machine halts, known as the halting problem.
Turing Machines
A Turing machine [135] is a hypothetical machine. It has an infinite tape divided
into cells, where the tape acts as memory. Initially the tape contains only the
input string and is blank everywhere else. The machine has a tape head that
performs three operations: (1) read the symbol on the cell under the head,
(2) edit the symbol by writing a new symbol or erasing it, (3) move the tape
left or right by one cell. The choice of operation depends on a set of user-
specified instructions. The machine continues to execute instructions or halts.
A universal Turing machine (UTM) is a Turing machine that can simulate any
Turing machine. When a programming language can do what a Turing machine
can do, that language is called Turing complete. If a problem is solvable in a
Turing complete language then it is solvable in all such languages.
Algorithm efficiency
A decidable function can always be computed on a Turing machine (or an equiv-
alent model) given sufficient resources. However, a decidable function may not
necessarily be computed efficiently. Algorithm efficiency refers to the resources
required by an algorithm to compute a function. Two common [121] resource
measures are (1) time complexity, which measures how long an algorithm takes
to compute a function, and (2) space complexity, which measures how much
memory an algorithm needs to compute a function. Efficiency is measured
as a function of the length of the string representing the input. Worst-case
analysis measures the maximum resources used on all inputs of a particular
length. Average-case complexity measures the average resources used on all
inputs of a particular length. The exact resources required by an algorithm
is often difficult to establish. For example, different programming languages
may influence the running time of an algorithm. Therefore, we approximate
efficiency using asymptotic analysis [121], which measures the efficiency of an
algorithm as the input length grows. This approximation only considers the
highest order term in an expression of the cost of an algorithm, because the
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highest order term dominates the other terms in the limit. For example, the
function f (n) = n3+2n2+5x +10 is asymptotically at most n3 written as 0(n3).
Kolmogorov complexity
Algorithmic information theory [15] studies the resources required to represent
strings. For example, consider these two strings:
00000000000000000000
10110100110000000011
Whilst the first string has the short description “twenty zeros”, the second
string has no obviously simpler description than the string itself. Kolmogorov
complexity [62] measures the resources needed to specify a string x as the
shortest program that computes x . The shortest program is typically interpreted
as the shortest Turing machine. Kolmogorov complexity is used in inductive
inference and machine learning to measure the resources required to represent
algorithms.
2.2 Logical reasoning
In this thesis, we aim to learn programs from data, which can be seen as deriving
conclusions (programs) from premises (data). Logical reasoning uses formal
logic to derive conclusions from premises, where conclusions and premises
are formed of rules or facts. Two key concepts in logic are soundness and
completeness [99]. A logical system is sound if and only if its inference rules
prove only formulas that are valid with respect to its semantics, i.e. soundness
is the property of being able to only prove true things. A logical system is
complete if and only if all valid formula can be derived from the axioms and
the inference rules, i.e. completeness is the property of being able to prove all
true things.
We use techniques that combine the three major forms of logical reasoning:
deduction, induction, and abduction [102].
Deduction Deduction is the process of deriving facts from premises formed
of rules and facts. For example, consider these two statements:
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mortal(A)← man(A)
man(socrates)
Given these statements, we can use the implication elimination rule of deduction
to derive the fact mor tal(socrates). In deductive reasoning, if all premises
are true and the rules of deduction are followed, then derived conclusions
are necessarily true. Godel showed [86] that a small set of inference rules is
complete for deriving all consequences of formulae in first-order-logic. Later,
Robinson demonstrated [113] that a single rule of inference, called resolution,
is sound and complete for finding refutations of statements in clausal form
(Section 3.1).
Abduction Abduction seeks to explain observations and, as with deduction, is
the process of deriving facts from rules and facts. For example, consider these
two statements:
mortal(A)← man(A)
mortal(socrates)
To explain the fact mor tal(socrates) we could abduce the fact man(socrates).
However, unlike deductive reasoning, abductive reasoning derives conclusions
which are not guaranteed to be correct. In this example, the fact man(socrates)
is not necessarily true.
Induction Induction is the process of forming rules from examples, and is the
goal of this thesis. For example, consider these two statements:
man(socrates)
mortal(socrates)
Using induction, we could form the rule that all men are mortal:
mortal(A)← man(A)
We could also form the rule that all things mortal are men:
man(A)← mortal(A)
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Conclusions formed in inductive reasoning are not logically valid, i.e. induced
rules may be incorrect.
Inducing rules from data is the induction problem. The induction problem
has a long history in philosophy. Epicurus noted that there typically exist many
hypotheses consistent with the data [52]. For example, we can form multiple
rules from the two facts above about Socrates. Logically, we cannot use the
data to rule out any of these hypotheses; they must all be kept as potential
explanations. This notion of keeping all consistent hypotheses is known as
Epicurus’s principle of multiple explanations. In practice, however, we often
want to select one hypothesis, or at least exclude certain hypotheses. Occam’s
principle (often called razor because it shaves away unnecessary assumptions),
suggests that amongst all hypotheses consistent with the data, the simplest is
the most likely [52]. For example, consider the number sequence 1, 3, 5, 7.
Suppose that n represents the position in the sequence, then one hypothesis to
describe this sequence is the expression (2n)− 1, where the next number is 9.
An alternative hypothesis is the expression 2n−1+(n−1)(n−2)(n−3)(n−4),
where the next number is 33. Although both hypotheses are valid, Occam’s
principle says prefer the former to the latter because it is simpler. Many learning
algorithms [123, 124, 97, 70] rely on an Occamist bias to decide between
hypotheses.
2.3 Inductive inference
Solomonoff induction
Solomonoff’s universal inductive inference [123, 124] is a solution to the induc-
tion problem. It combines Epicurus’ and Occam’s principles in a probabilistic
way using Bayes’ theorem [81], represents hypotheses as Turing machines, and
uses Kolmogorov complexity as a prior. The idea is that given data E, one way
to find a hypothesis H (a Turing machine) that generated E is to try all possible
hypotheses on a UTM. To adhere to Occam’s principle, Solomonoff induction as-
signs a prior probability to each hypothesis based on its Kolmogorov complexity.
However, Solomonoff induction is incomputable because it tries every possible
hypothesis, some of which will run forever. Because of the Halting problem,
we cannot determine beforehand that any of the hypotheses will not terminate
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Levin search
Levin’s universal search [70] is another solution to the induction problem.
Similar to Solomonoff induction, Levin search tries all possible hypotheses on
a UTM. The key difference is that Levin search allocates each program p time
equal to 2l(p), where l(p) is the size of the program in bits. If nothing else is
known about the problem except the observations and assuming the solution
can be verified in polynomial time, Levin search is the asymptotically fastest
way of finding a program to solve the problem. The algorithm has the property
that the total time taken to find a solution is O(t), where t is the time used
by fastest program p to compute the solution. The search time of the whole
process is at most a constant factor larger than t. However, this constant is 2l(p),
making Levin search impractical.
2.4 Automatic programming
Automatic programming is the automatic generation of a computer program to
perform a task. Universal induction methods, such as Solomonoff induction
and Levin search, are forms of automatic programming. However, universal
methods are impractical because they only take examples as input. Other
approaches take additional information to improve efficiency.
2.4.1 Deductive approaches
Deductive approaches [77] to automatic programming build programs from
full specifications, where a specification precisely states the requirements and
behaviour of the desired program. For example, to build a program that returns
the last element of a non-empty list, we could provide a formal specification
written in Z notation [125]:
last : seq_0 X --> X
forall s : seq_0 X last s = s(#s)
Deductive approaches also take informal full specifications, such as a specifica-
tion written as a Prolog program:
last([A]).
last([A|B]):-last(B).
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A drawback of deductive approaches is that formulating a specification is hard
and typically requires a domain expert. In fact, formulating a specification can
be as hard as finding a solution. For example, formulating the specification for
the following string transformations is non-trivial:
`alan.turing@cam.ac.uk' => `Alan Turing'
`alonzo.church@princeton.edu' => `Alonzo Church'
`kurt.godel@ias.edu' => `Kurt Godel'
2.4.2 Program induction
Deductive approaches take full specifications as input and are efficient at build-
ing programs. Universal induction methods take only examples as input and are
inefficient at building programs. We focus on the area between these which we
call program induction – also called inductive programming [47], programming
by example [71], and inductive program synthesis [104].
Similar to universal induction methods, program induction systems learn
programs from incomplete specifications, typically input/output examples. In
contrast to universal induction methods, program induction systems use back-
ground knowledge, and are thus less general than universal methods, but are
more practical because the background knowledge is a form of inductive bias
[81] which restricts the hypothesis space. When given no background knowl-
edge, and thus no inductive bias, program induction methods are equivalent to
universal induction methods.
Early work on program induction includes Plotkin on least generalisation
[103], Vere on induction algorithms for predicate calculus [137], and Summers
on inducing Lisp programs [130]. Interest in program induction has grown
recently, partly due to applications in real-world problems, such as end-user
programming [45] and computer education [46].
We can classify program induction approaches as either task-specific or
general-purpose. Task-specific approaches focus on a specific domain and
are often restricted to specific data types, such as numbers [120] and strings
[44, 141]. By contrast, general-purpose systems work on many domains, but
are typically less efficient. MagicHaskeller [55] is a general-purpose system
that learns Haskell functions by instantiating higher-order functions from a
pre-defined vocabulary. Igor2 [60] also learns recursive Haskell programs and
supports auxiliary function invention but is restricted because it requires the
first k examples of a target theory to generalise over a whole class. Esher [3]
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learns recursive programs but needs to ask an oracle for examples each time
a recursive call is encountered. In contrast to these approaches, this thesis
is based on MIL, a general form of program induction which learns recursive
Prolog programs from examples and background knowledge.
2.5 Machine learning
Program induction has been studied in many areas of machine learning, such
as inductive logic programming [86], genetic programming [140], and deep
learning [143]. The goal of machine learning is to develop algorithms that
improve their performance over time through experience. Mitchell [81] defines
machine learning as:
Definition 1 (Machine learning) A learning algorithm is said to learn from
experience E with respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P,
if its performance at tasks in T , as measured by P, improves with experience E.
Experience E refers to examples. Performance measure P typically measures
predictive accuracy on unseen examples but is only one criterion of performance.
Michie [80] suggested three performance criteria. The weak criterion measures
how well the learned program performs on unseen data (predictive accuracy).
The strong criterion additionally requires that the program is readable by a
human. Finally, the ultra-strong criterion additionally requires that a human can
understand and draw consequences from the program. Most forms of machine
learning only support the weak criterion because the learned hypotheses are
largely incomprehensible to a human, such as the hyperplanes learned by a
support vector machine. By contrast, the hypotheses in program induction are
computer programs, which can be read and understood by a human. Declarative
forms of program induction, in which the induced programs express the logic
of a computation without describing its control flow [73], such as ILP, are
particularly suited for human interpretability.
We can broadly classify machine learning approaches by the type of examples
(experience) available. The three common classifications are [81]: supervised
learning, unsupervised learning, and semi-supervised learning. In supervised
learning the task is to learn a function that generalises from labelled examples
to unlabelled examples. In unsupervised learning the task is to learn how
unlabelled data is organised. Semi-supervised learning is a mix of supervised
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and unsupervised learning, where the examples are labelled and unlabelled.
Program induction typically focuses on supervised learning.
2.5.1 Computational learning theory
Computational learning theory studies what can be learned efficiently. Two key
criteria of learning efficiency are [81]:
Definition 2 (Sample complexity) Sample complexity is the number of exam-
ples an algorithm needs to successfully learn a correct hypothesis.
Definition 3 (Time complexity). Time complexity is the time an algorithm
needs to successfully learn a correct hypothesis.
We use both criteria throughout this thesis, but because we can measure the
time complexity of a learning algorithm in the same way as any other algorithm
(Section 2.1), this section focuses on sample complexity.
In the above definitions, the term successfully is vague. What does it mean
for a learning algorithm to successfully learn a hypothesis? Two theories have
tried to answer this question.
In Gold’s theory of language identification in the limit [43], a learning al-
gorithm reads an infinite sequence of examples one by one and is said to
successfully identify a language in the limit if and only if after a certain number
of examples the algorithm chooses the correct hypothesis and does not change
this hypothesis as more examples are provided. Two drawbacks of Gold’s theory
are (1) it represents an all-or-nothing approach to learning, where a hypothesis
must be totally correct with respect to all the seen examples, and (2) it gives
little indication of how many examples are required to converge on the correct
hypothesis [99].
In contrast to Gold’s theory, Valiant’s theory of probably approximately
correct learning (PAC) [136] is concerned with approximations of learnability.
In Valiant’s theory, a learning algorithm PAC-identifies a concept if and only
if it learns with high probability (1 − δ) a hypothesis that is approximately
consistent (1− ε) with the examples. This theory gives a looser definition of
successfully learning a concept, which is usually considered to be a better model
in machine learning [99].
These two theories define when a learning algorithm successfully learns a
hypothesis, but neither tells us how many examples are required to do so. Using
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PAC-learning, Blumer [9] showed that as a hypothesis space grows, you need
more examples to PAC-learn a hypothesis. The result, known as the Blumer
bound, implies that given two hypothesis spaces which (1) both contain a target
hypothesis, and (2) are of different sizes, then searching the smaller hypothesis
space will reduce learning times and improve predictive accuracies compared
to searching the larger hypothesis space. The idea of reducing a hypothesis
space without excluding the target hypothesis is the focus of Chapters 4 and 5.
We formally describe the Blumer bound in Chapter 3.
2.6 Logic programming
Logic has long been viewed as central to achieving AI [134, 78]. Logic program-
ming [129, 74] is a form of declarative programming [73] based on formal logic.
In contrast to imperative programming, which views a program as a sequence
of step-by-step instructions (a procedure), logic programming views a program
as a logical theory, where computation is viewed as finding a proof of the theory
(program). A search for a proof is based on deductive reasoning, specifically
Robinson’s resolution principle [113], a single rule of deductive inference which
is refutation complete for theories in clausal form. Resolution takes as input
a clausal theory P and a goal G and tries to derive the empty clause, which
represents falsity. To improve efficiency, Kowalski introduced SLD-resolution
[63], which is sound and complete for a restricted form of a logic called Horn
logic. Although restricted, Horn logic is Turing complete [132]. Prolog, a popu-
lar logic programming language, is based on Horn logic – although contains
extra-logical features, such as cuts. We detail logic programming in Section 3.1.
2.7 Inductive logic programming
ILP is a form of machine learning that uses logic programming to represent
examples, background knowledge, and induced hypotheses (programs). We use
the learning from entailment setting of ILP [93], where an example corresponds
to an observation about the truth or falsity of a formula F and a hypothesis H
covers F if H entails F (H |= F). Two other learning settings are (1) learning
from interpretations [7], where an example is a logical interpretation I and an
example is covered by a hypothesis H if I is a model for H, and (2) learning
from proofs [101], where an example is a proof P and a hypothesis H covers an
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example if P is a proof of the hypothesis H. Learning from proofs in ILP is similar
to learning programs from execution traces [66], which some researchers view
as program induction [112]. However, proofs and interpretations carry more in-
formation than examples and are therefore easier to learn from [94]. Therefore,
such approaches should be distinguished from learning from examples.
An advantage of using ILP over other forms of machine learning is that,
because of the expressivity of logic (Horn logic is Turing complete [132]), ILP
systems can learn complex relational theories, such as solutions to the Michalski
trains problem [65]. By contrast, most other forms of machine learning, such
a neural networks [69], are restricted to finite, propositional, feature-based
representations of examples and concepts, and thus struggle to learn complex
relational theories.
Another advantage of ILP is that because hypotheses are logic programs, they
can be read by humans, potentially supporting Michie’s strong and ultra-strong
criteria of learning, which is not the case in many other learning approaches
[94].
Predicate invention Predicate invention has been repeatedly stated as an
important challenge in ILP [90, 128, 94]. The idea behind predicate invention is
for an ILP system to introduce new predicates to improve learning performance.
In program induction, predicate invention can be seen as inventing auxiliary
functions, as one does when manually writing a program, for example to reduce
code duplication or to improve the readability of a program. Popular ILP systems,
such as FOIL [106], Progol [87], and ALEPH [127], do not support predicate
invention, nor do most program induction systems. Meta-level abduction [53]
uses abduction and meta-level reasoning to invent predicates that represent
propositions. By contrast, MIL, on which this thesis is based, uses abduction
to invent predicates representing relations, i.e. relations which are not in
the initial background knowledge nor in the examples. For instance, in [97],
MIL invented a predicate corresponding the parent relation when learning a
grandparent relation. In chapter 5, we extend MIL and the associated Metagol
implementation to support higher-order predicate invention for use in higher-
order constructs, such as map/3, reduce/3, and fold/5.
Recursion Recursion is fundamental to computer science and algorithms [2],
yet it has been difficult for ILP to learn recursive programs [94] – which is also
the case for program induction in general (Section 2.4.2). The ATRE system
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was used to learn a recursive ontology theory from biological text [76] and to
learn recursive patterns from biomedical text [5]. However, ARTE cannot easily
be extended to learn general programs from examples [28]. Moreover, ARTE
was not shown to learn recursive theories from small numbers of examples
[28]. By contrast, MIL supports learning general recursive programs, such as
learning definite clause grammars and recursive definitions for the concept of a
staircase [97]. In this thesis, we further demonstrate the ability of MIL to learn
general recursive programs from small numbers of examples, such as learning
robot strategies for quicksort (Chapter 7) and to learn efficient time complexity
programs to find duplicate elements in a list (Chapter 8).
Higher-order logic McCarthy [79] and Lloyd [75] advocated using higher-
order logic to represent knowledge. Similarly, in [94], the authors argued
that using higher-order representations in ILP provide more flexible ways of
representing background knowledge.
MIL uses higher-order metarules and a meta-interpreter (which is intrinsi-
cally higher-order) to learn programs from examples. Metarules are a form of
declarative bias [98, 108]. In contrast to other forms of declarative bias in ILP,
such as modes [87, 127] or grammars [20], metarules are logical statements
that can be reasoned about. Metarules were introduced in the Blip system
[35], who used similar metarules to us, such transitivity (chain) and converse
(inverse) metarules. Metarules are also called second-order schemata [109].
In [57], the authors explore generality measures for metarules, which they
call rule schemas, in their RDT system. A generality order is necessary be-
cause the RDT system searches the hypothesis space (which is defined by the
metarules) in a top-down general-to-specific order. A key difference between
RDT and MIL is that whereas RDT requires metarules of increasing complexity
(e.g. rules with an increasing number literals in the body), MIL derives more
complex metarules through predicate invention.
Determining which metarules are necessary to learn certain classes of pro-
grams has yet to be explored. In Chapter 4, we address this issue by using
logical reduction techniques to find logically minimal sets of metarules, which
improves predictive accuracies and lowers learning times, and we show that in
some cases only two metarules are needed to derive a whole class of metarules
Although learning higher-order programs has been considered in program
induction [60, 55], it has been under explored in ILP. In Chapter 5, we extend
MIL from learning first-order programs to learning higher-order programs,
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which improves predictive accuracies and lowers learning times.
ILP systems In this thesis, we develop Metagol, an ILP system based on the
MIL framework. It is difficult to directly compare Metagol to other ILP systems.
For instance, some notable ILP systems, such as MIS [119] and CIGOL [90] are
interactive, i.e. they require input from a user during the learning, whereas
Metagol does not.
As described above, Metagol supports predicate invention, the automatic
introduction of new predicate symbols, which has long been a challenge for
ILP [90, 128, 94] and which most ILP systems do not support [119, 106, 92,
87, 127, 111, 21, 67]. Systems that do support predicate invention support
different levels of predicate invention. For instance, Cigol [90] only introduces
new predicates when a negative example is confirmed by an oracle (i.e. Cigol
is an interactive system). By contrast, Metagol automatically introduces new
predicate symbols without the need for negative examples. In addition, ASPAL
[4] and INSPIRE [118] both support predicate invention, but both are yet to
demonstrate nested predicate, which is frequently demonstrated in this thesis
using Metagol.
In many of our experiments, we learn explicitly recursive programs (i.e.
programs where the recursion is not hidden in the background knowledge),
such as in Chapter 8 where we use Metagol to learn an efficient and recur-
sive programs to find a duplicate element in a list. Many ILP systems cannot
support recursion [90, 92, 21]. Even systems that do support recursion, such
as ALPEH [127] and FOIL [106], only support limited recursion, and cannot,
for instance, learn recursive grammars from example sequences [96, 97]. By
contrast, Metagol has been shown able to learn such recursive grammars [96].
The same issues apply to Progol [87], which due to its limitations for learning
recursive theories and predicate invention, is unable to find a complete theory
for the Michalski trains problem [97], whereas Metagol can.
Another dimension to compare ILP systems is whether they support non-
observational predicate learning [89]. In observational predicate learning
(OPL), the examples are described by the same predicate as that of the expected
hypothesis. However, OPL is inadequate for certain problems, such as learning
event calculus domain specific axioms from fluent time-trace observations [83].
To overcome this deficiency a form of non-OPL is required, which is sometimes
called theory completion [84]. However, Metagol’s support for predicate in-
vention blurs the line between OPL and non-OPL, in that part of an induced
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hypothesis can be described by predicates not given in examples.
Metagol learns definite clause logic programs, described as Prolog programs.
Many recent ILP systems [4, 67, 118] learn answer set programs (ASP), rather
than Prolog programs. These systems have advantages over Metagol, such as
that ASP are purely declarative, where the order of the clauses and body literals
does not matter, which is not the case in Prolog. These ASP approaches can also
learn non-monotonic programs (i.e. programs with negated literals), which
is not yet supported by Metagol – although some ILP systems can learn non-
monotonic Prolog programs, such as XHAIL [111], TAL [21], and IMPARO [59].
However, directly comparing Metagol to ASP-based systems is difficult. One
reason for the difficulty is that most of the experiments in this thesis concern
learning programs that manipulate lists, such as learning to sort lists of arbitrary
length (Chapter 7) and learning complex transformation programs (Chapter 8).
However, many ASP systems disallow explicit lists, such as the popular Clingo
system [42], and thus a direct comparison is difficult.
Robot strategies ILP research has largely focused on learning to classify
examples, i.e. learning a program to determine whether an example belongs to
a certain class [94]. However, many problems require more general programs,
such as learning robot strategies [24]. In contrast to non-recursive robot plans
[68], applicable only to a specific initial/final state pair, a recursive strategy
is applicable to a potentially infinite set of initial/final state pairs.. Although
ILP has been used for robotics [68, 10], learning strategies has been under
explored because of the lack of support for learning recursive theories. MIL
has been used [97] to learn a recursive robot strategy to build a stable wall
from bricks. In this thesis, we further demonstrate the ability for MIL to learn
recursive robot strategies, such as learning higher-order robot waiter strategies
(Chapter 5) and efficient recursive robot sorting strategies (Chapter 7).
Learning efficiency Techniques to improve learning efficiency in ILP include
probabilistic search techniques [126], the use of query packs [6], the use of
special purpose hardware [38], and parallelism [32]. By contrast, we focus on
using appropriate background knowledge to improve efficiency. Specifically,
in Chapter 4, we reduce the hypothesis space of a MIL learner without losing
expressivity by reducing the number of metarules used as background knowl-
edge. In Chapter 5, we reduce the learning time of a MIL learner by allowing
for higher-order definitions to be defined as background knowledge, which
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allows for a MIL learner to learn higher-order programs. We show that the
ability to learn higher-order programs reduces the textual complexity required
to express target classes of programs which in turn reduces the hypothesis space
and learning times.
Efficient programs Although algorithm efficiency is central to computer sci-
ence, learning efficient programs has yet to be explored in program induction.
In ILP, learning efficient programs has long been stated as an important topic
[93] but it has been considered a difficult problem because there is no declara-
tive difference between the answers computed by an efficient program, such as
quicksort, and an inefficient program, such as bubble sort [94]. Instead, ILP
systems typically rely on an Occamist bias to learn textually simple programs,
such as those with the fewest literals [67] or clauses [97], and therefore ignore
the efficiency of programs. For instance, Golem [92] and Progol [87] could both
learn sorting algorithms from examples, but when given background knowl-
edge suitable for learning quick sort, both systems learned variants of insertion
sort because the program was smaller. We address this issue by introducing
techniques to learn minimal cost programs. We use these techniques in Chapter
7 to learn efficient robot strategies and in Chapter 8 to learn efficient time
complexity programs. We address this issue by introducing techniques to learn
minimal cost programs, which we use to learn efficient robot strategies (Chapter
7) and learn efficient time complexity programs (Chapter 8).
2.8 Summary
In this chapter, we have outlined work related to the thesis. We have highlighted
the differences between the various forms of automatic programming, where
at one extreme you have universal inductive inference methods that only take
examples as input and are general but impractical, and at the other you have
deductive methods that take full logical specifications as input and are efficient
but not general. This thesis is between the two in an area we call program
induction, which takes examples and background knowledge as input. We have
also discussed logic programming and ILP, including stating the merits of using
ILP for program induction, especially using MIL which addresses long-standing
challenges in ILP. In the next chapter, we formally describe relevant concepts
from logic programming, ILP, and MIL.
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Chapter 3
Meta-interpretive learning
In this chapter, we describe relevant concepts from logic programming and
ILP. We also introduce MIL, on which this thesis is based, and Metagol, a MIL
learner.
3.1 Logic programming
We start by stating relevant notation from logic programming. We refer the
reader to [99] for a detailed overview of logic programming and ILP.
A variable is a string of characters starting with an uppercase letter. A
function symbol is a string of characters starting with a lowercase letter. A
predicate symbol is a string of characters starting with a lowercase letter. The
arity n of a predicate or a function symbol p is the number of arguments it
takes and is denoted as p/n. The set of predicate symbols with arity greater
than 0 is called the predicate signature and is denoted as P. A constant is a
predicate symbol with arity zero. The set of constants symbols is called the
constant signature and is denoted as C. A variable is first-order if it can be
substituted by a constant or function symbol. The set of first-order variables is
denoted as V1. A term is a variable, a constant symbol, or a function symbol of
arity n immediately followed by a bracketed n-tuple of terms. A term is ground
if it contains no variables. The Herbrand universe is the set of all ground terms
that can be formed with function and constant symbols and is denoted as U.
An atom is a formula p(t1, . . . , tn), where p is a predicate symbol of arity n
and each t i is a term. An atom is ground if all of its terms are ground. The
set of all ground atoms that can be formed from P and U is the Herbrand
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base and is denoted as B. The negation symbol is ¬. A literal is an atom
A or its negation ¬A. A finite (possibly empty) set of literals is a clause. A
clause represents the disjunction of its literals. The variables in a clause are
implicitly universally quantified. A clause is ground if it contains no variables.
Simultaneously replacing variables v1, . . . , vn in a formula with terms t1, . . . , tn
is called a substitution and is denoted as θ = {v1/t1, . . . , vn/tn}. A substitution
θ unifies atoms A and B in the case Aθ = Bθ . A clause C θ -subsumes a clause
D whenever there exists a substitution θ such that Cθ ⊆ D.
In this thesis, we restrict ourselves to Horn clauses. A Horn clause is a clause
with at most one positive literal. A definite clause is a Horn clause with exactly
one positive literal:
Definition 4 (Definite clause) A (first-order) definite clause is of the form:
A0← A1, . . . , Am
where m >= 0 and each Ai is an atom of the form p(t1, . . . , tn), such that
p/n ∈ P and t i ∈ C∪V1. The atom A0 is the head and the conjunction A1, . . . , Am
is the body.
A fact is a definite clause with no body literals. A goal is a Horn clause with no
head, i.e. no positive literal. A definite logic program is a set of definite clauses.
By restricting ourselves to definite programs, we lose expressive power but
gain efficiency [99]. In particular, deduction based on SLD-resolution, which is
outlined below, is refutation complete for Horn clauses [99]. In addition, we
restrict ourselves to definite programs without function symbols, called datalog
programs. Datalog programs are more expressive than relational databases
but are also decidable [29]. Definite programs with function symbols have the
expressive power of Turing machines and consequently are undecidable [132].
Higher-order logic programming
MIL uses higher-order logic. Higher-order logic extends first-order logic to
allow for quantification over predicate and function symbols, and is therefore
intrinsically more expressive than first-order logic [37]. In higher-order logic, a
variable is higher-order if it can be substituted by a predicate symbol. The set of
higher-order variables is denoted as V2. A higher-order term is a higher-order
variable or a predicate symbol. An atom is higher-order if it has at least one
higher-order term. A higher-order definite clause is a Horn clause with at least
one higher-order atom:
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Definition 5 (Higher-order definite clause) A higher-order definite clause is
of the form:
A0← A1, . . . , Am
where m >= 0 and each Ai is an atom of the form p(t1, . . . , tn), such that
p/n ∈ P∪V2 and t i ∈ C∪P∪V1 ∪V2.
If a logic program contains a higher-order clause, then it is a higher-order logic
program.
3.1.1 Computation
We focus on learning efficient programs, so we are concerned with the resources
required by a program to compute an answer. Computation of a logic program
starts with a goal and has one of two outcomes: success or failure. If the
outcome is a success, then the final variables in the goal are included as part of
the outcome. Because of the non-determinism of logic programs, a goal can
have multiple successful outcomes. Computation of a definite program is based
on SLD-resolution [63]. We state relevant concepts from SLD-resolution, taken
from [99].
Definition 6 (SLD-resolvent) Let G0 =← A0, . . . Am be a goal and C = B0 ←
B1, . . . , Bn be a Horn clause, such that the literal Ai is unifiable with B0 with the
substitution θ . Then the goal G1 =← A1, Ai−1, . . . , B1, . . . , Bn, . . . , Ai+1, . . . , Am
is said to be derivable from G0 and C with the substitution θ . The goal G1 is
called the SLD-resolvent.
SLD-resolution allows any for any selection rule to be used to select the literal
in a goal. Prolog uses a selection rule that always selects the leftmost literal in
a goal [99].
Definition 7 (SLD-derivation) Let P be a definite program and G0 be an initial
goal. Then a SLD-derivation of the goal Gn is a (possibly infinite) sequence
of goals G0, . . . , Gn such that every Gi+1 is the SLD-resolvent of Gi with some
clause in P.
Definition 8 (SLD-refutation) A SLD-refutation is a SLD-derivation of the
empty clause.
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There can be multiple SLD-derivations of a goal G0 with respect to a definite
program P because G0 could be resolved with multiple Horn clauses in P. We
represent all possible derivations as a SLD-tree:
Definition 9 (SLD-tree) Let P be a definite program and G0 be an initial goal.
Then a SLD-tree of P ∪ {G0} is a (possible infinite) tree where each node is
a goal and an edge between two nodes represents a SLD-derivation between
them.
We are interested in branches of the tree that contain empty clauses as leaves:
Definition 10 (Successful branch) Let P be a definite program, G0 be an
initial goal, and T be a SLD-tree for P ∪ {G0}. Then a successful branch is a
path between the root (G0) and a leaf containing the empty clause.
A successful branch corresponds to a SLD-refutation of P ∪ {G0}, from which
can obtain a computed answer for P ∪ {G0}:
Definition 11 (Computed answer) Let P be a definite program, G0 be an
initial goal, and θ1, . . . θn be the sequence of mgu used in some SLD-refutation
of P ∪ {G0} (i.e. a successful branch). Then a computer answer θ for P ∪ {G0}
is the restriction of the composition of θ1, . . . θn to the variables in G0.
If a branch is not successful, then it is a failure:
Definition 12 (Failure branch) Let P be a definite program, G0 be an initial
goal, and T be a SLD-tree for P ∪{G0}. Then a failure branch is a path between
the root (G0) and a leaf containing a non-empty goal.
In a failure branch, the non-empty goal is a leaf because no further derivation
steps are possible from such a goal, and thus such a branch would not lead to a
refutation.
The resources required to compute an answer for a definite program with a
goal depends on (1) the size of the corresponding SLD-tree, and (2) the strategy
used to search the tree. In Chapter 8, we introduce techniques to learn efficient
programs by taking into account the size of SLD-trees.
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3.2 Meta-interpretive learning
We now describe MIL, introduced in [96, 97] but extended in this thesis.
MIL is a form of ILP. The goal of an ILP system is to take as input background
knowledge B and examples E and to return a hypothesis H that models the
examples, where B, E, and H are all logic programs. The general ILP setting
allows for B, E, and H to be any logical formulae. In this thesis, we restrict
ourselves to definite programs without function symbols, i.e. datalog programs.
This restriction is to ensure decidability of both the meta-interpreter and the
learned programs, since the Herbrand base of a datalog program is always
finite. In particular, we focus on learning from entailment where examples are
facts, rather than general clauses, which is known as the example setting [93].
MIL is based on a Prolog meta-interpreter. The key difference between a MIL
learner and a standard Prolog meta-interpreter is that whereas a standard Prolog
meta-interpreter attempts to prove a goal by repeatedly fetching first-order
clauses whose heads unify with a given goal, a MIL learner additionally attempts
to prove a goal by fetching higher-order metarules (Figure 3.1), supplied as
background knowledge, whose heads unify with the goal. The resulting meta-
substitutions are saved and can be reused in later proofs. Following the proof of
a set of goals, a definite program is formed by projecting the meta-substitutions
onto their corresponding metarules, allowing for a form of ILP which supports
predicate invention and learning recursive theories.
We now formally define the MIL setting. We first define metarules, which
we have adapted from [96, 97]:
Definition 13 (Metarule) A metarule is a higher-order formula of the form:
∃pi∀µ A0← A1, . . . , Am
where m >= 0, pi and µ are disjoint sets of higher-order variables, and
each Ai is an atom of the form p(t1, . . . , tn) such that p/n ∈ P∪pi∪µ and each
t i ∈ C∪P∪pi∪µ
The distinction between metarules and higher-order definite clauses is that,
whereas the variables in a higher-order definite clause are all universally quanti-
fied, the variables in a metarule can be existentially quantified. Two commonly
used metarules are the identity and chain metarules:
Example 3 (Quantified identity metarule)
∃P∃Q∀A∀B P(A, B)←Q(A, B)
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Example 4 (Quantified chain metarule)
∃P∃Q∃R∀A∀B∀C P(A, B)←Q(A, C), R(C , B)
When describing metarules, we typically omit the quantifiers. Instead, we
denote existentially quantified variables as uppercase letters starting from P
and universally quantified variables as uppercase letters starting from A. Figure
3.1 shows the metarules used in this thesis.
Name Metarule
Identity P(A, B)←Q(A, B)
Precon P(A, B)←Q(A), R(A, B)
Curry P(A, B)←Q(A, B, R)
Chain P(A, B)←Q(A, C), R(C , B)
Tailrec P(A, B)←Q(A, C), P(C , B)
Figure 3.1: Example metarules. The letters P, Q, and R denote existentially
quantified variables. The letters A, B, and C denote universally quantified
variables.
Choosing appropriate metarules is critical to the performance in MIL. For in-
stance, in this thesis, we disallow overly general metarules, such as P(A, B)←.
By disallowing such overly general metarules, we can enforce a strict bias on
the hypothesis space, which in turn allows us to, in some cases, learn programs
using positive examples only (Section 7.5). Deciding which metarules to use is
the focus of Chapter 4.
We now define the MIL input, which is similar to a standard ILP input
[99] but additionally takes a set of metarules as background knowledge. As
is standard in ILP [107], we assume a language of examples E, background
knowledge B, and hypotheses H.
Definition 14 (MIL input) The MIL input is a tuple (B, E) where:
• B ⊆B and B = BC∪M where BC is compiled definite program background
knowledge and M is a set of metarules
• E = (E+, E−) is a tuple where E+ ⊆ E and E− ⊆ E are sets of ground facts
representing positive and negative examples respectively
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In contrast to [96, 97], our MIL input definition treats metarules as part of
the background knowledge. In the above definition, we use the term compiled
definite program background knowledge. We explain the reason for using this
term in Chapter 5 when we introduce non-compiled background knowledge.
We define a consistent hypothesis:
Definition 15 (Consistent hypothesis) Let (B, E) be a MIL input. Then a
definite program hypothesis H ∈H is consistent if and only if B ∪ H |= E+ and
B ∪ H 6|= E−.
For convenience, we define the version space [81], which contains only hy-
potheses consistent with the examples:
Definition 16 (Version space) Let (B, E) be a MIL input. Then the version
space VSB,E is the subset of consistent hypotheses from H.
We now define a MIL learner:
Definition 17 (MIL learner) A MIL learner takes an input (B, E) and outputs
a definite program H ∈ VSB,E.
A MIL learner uses metarules to build a definite program by searching for a
proof of a set of goals. A proof is based on a sequence of meta-substitutions:
Definition 18 (Meta-substitution) Let M be a metarule with the name x , C
be a horn clause, θ be a unifying substitution of M and C , and Σ ⊆ θ be the
substitutions where the variables are all existentially quantified in M , such that
Σ = {v1/t1, . . . , vn/tn}. Then a meta-substitution for M and C is an atom of the
form:
sub(x , [v1/t1, . . . , vn/tn])
To illustrate meta-substitutions, suppose a MIL learner is given background
predicates reverse/2 and head/2, the chain metarule (Figure 3.1), and the goal:
last([a, l, g, o, r, i, t, h, m], m)←
Given this input, a MIL learner can perform the meta-substitution:
sub(chain, [P/last,Q/reverse, R/head])
This meta-substitution is then projected onto the corresponding metarule to
derive the program:
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last(A,B)← reverse(A,C), head(C,B)
MIL supports inventions:
Definition 19 (Invention) Let (B, E) be a MIL input and H ∈ VSB,E be an
output hypothesis. Then a predicate p/a is an invention if and only if it is in
the predicate signature of H and not in the predicate signature of B ∪ E.
Metagol, described later in this chapter, supports inventions by adding new
predicate symbols to the predicate signature.
Language classes, expressivity, and complexity
Throughout this thesis, we refer to the textual complexity of a logic program:
Definition 20 (Textual complexity) A textual complexity function is of the
form:
τ :H→ N
In this thesis, we typically measure the textual complexity of a program H as
the number of clauses in H:
Definition 21 (Clause complexity) The clause complexity τc(H) of the pro-
gram H is the number of clauses in H.
We focus on restricted classes of logic programs:
Definition 22 (Ham clause) Let a and m be natural numbers and C be a Horn
clause. Then C in the class Ham if and only if it contains at most m literals in the
body and each literal has arity at most a.
We mainly focus on the class H22 :
Definition 23 (H22 class) A Horn clause is in the class H
2
2 if and only if it
contains at most 2 literals in the body and each literal has arity at most 2.
The class of H22 programs with one function symbol has UTM expressivity [132].
We restate a result from [72] concerning the number of programs that can be
constructed in this class:
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Theorem 1 (Number of programs in H22) Given p predicate symbols and m
metarules, the number of H22 programs expressible with n clauses is O(m
np3n).
Proof 1 The number of clauses which can be constructed from a H22 metarule
given p predicate symbols is at most p3. Therefore the set of such clauses
Sm,p which can be formed from m distinct H
2
2 metarules using p predicate
symbols has cardinality at most mp3. It follows that the number of programs
which can be formed from a selection of n rules chosen from Sm,p is at most
(mp3)n = O(mnp3n).
In the first part of this thesis, we introduce techniques to efficiently learn
programs by reducing the hypothesis space. Our results are based on the
Blumer bound [9], which states that given a hypothesis space of size |H|, the
number of examples m required for a concept to be PAC-learnable is as follows:
m≥ 1
ε
(ln|H|+ ln 1
δ
)
3.3 Metagol
Metagol [26] is a MIL learner. Introduced in [96], we have extended it in this
thesis. The Prolog code1 for Metagol is outlined below:
learn(Pos,Neg,Prog):-
prove(Pos,[],Prog),
not(prove(Neg,Prog,Prog)).
prove([],Prog,Prog).
prove([Atom|Atoms],Prog1,Prog2):-
prove_aux(Atom,Prog1,Prog3),
prove(Atoms,Prog3,Prog2).
prove_aux(Atom,Prog,Prog):-
prim(Atom),!,
call(Atom).
prove_aux(Atom,Prog1,Prog2):-
member(sub(Name,Subs),Prog1),
metarule(Name,Subs,(Atom:-Body)),
prove(Body,Prog1,Prog2).
1Available at https://github.com/metagol/metagol
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prove_aux(Atom,Prog1,Prog2):-
metarule(Name,Subs,(Atom:-Body)),
prove(Body,[sub(Name,Subs)|Prog1],Prog2).
Metagol works as follows. Given sets of facts representing positive examples,
Metagol treats each fact as a goal and tries to prove each goal (Atom) in turn.
Metagol first tries to prove a goal deductively using background knowledge by
delegating the proof to Prolog (call(Atom)). Failing this, Metagol tries to unify
the goal with the head of a metarule (metarule(Name,Subs,(Atom :- Body)))
and to bind the existentially quantified variables in a metarule to symbols in the
signature. Metagol saves the resulting meta-substitution and tries to prove the
body of the metarule. After proving all goals, a Prolog program is formed by
projecting the meta-substitutions onto their corresponding metarules. Metagol
checks the consistency of the learned program with the negative examples.
If the program is inconsistent, then Metagol backtracks to explore different
branches of the SLD-tree.
Metagol uses iterative deepening to ensure that the first consistent hypothe-
sis returned has the minimal number of clauses. The search starts at depth 1.
At depth d the search returns a consistent hypothesis with at most d clauses if
one exists. Otherwise it continues to depth d + 1. At each depth d, Metagol
introduces d−1 new predicate symbols. New predicates symbols are formed by
taking the name of the task and adding underscores and numbers. For example,
if the task is f and the depth is 4 then Metagol will add the predicate symbols
f _3, f _2, and f _1 to the predicate signature.
Example 5 To illustrate Metagol, suppose you have the following background
knowledge:
mother(ann,amy).
mother(ann,andy).
mother(amy,amelia).
mother(amy,bob).
mother(linda,gavin).
father(steve,amy).
father(steve,andy).
father(gavin,amelia).
And the following metarules (written in Prolog):
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metarule(ident,[P,Q],([P,A,B]:-[[Q,A,B]])).
metarule(chain,[P,Q,R],([P,A,B]:-[[Q,A,C],[R,C,B]])).
Then you can call Metagol with a lists of positive (Pos) and negative (Neg)
examples:
Pos = [
grandparent(ann,amelia),
grandparent(steve,amelia),
grandparent(steve,spongebob),
grandparent(linda,amelia)
],
Neg = [grandparent(amy,amelia)],
learn(Pos,Neg,Prog),
pprint(Prog).
The result of this call is an answer substitution for the variable Prog. This
answer substitution is a list of meta-substitutions:
[
sub(ident,grandparent_1,2,[grandparent_1,father]),
sub(ident,grandparent_1,2,[grandparent_1,mother),
sub(chain,grandparent,2,[grandparent,grandparent_1,grandparent_1]
]
These meta-substitutions are then projected onto the corresponding metarules
to form the program:
grandparent(A,B):-grandparent_1(A,C),grandparent_1(C,B).
grandparent_1(A,B):-father(A,B).
grandparent_1(A,B):-mother(A,B).
Chapter 4 uses this version of Metagol. In Chapter 5, we extend this version
to support learning higher-order programs. In all future cases, including the
experiments, we call Metagol (or renamed variants) in the same way as this
example.
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have described relevant concepts from logic programming,
ILP, and MIL, used in the rest of this thesis. One contribution of this chapter is
our definition of the MIL input (Definition 14) which, in contrast to previous
work on MIL, considers metarules to be part of the background knowledge. This
change is important because one of the claims of this thesis is that we can use
appropriate background knowledge to improve learning efficiency, including
using appropriate metarules, which the following chapter explores. We have
also outlined concepts relating to the computation of logic programs, which
are used in Chapter 8 to learn efficient time complexity logic programs.
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Chapter 4
Logical minimisation of metarules
In this chapter, we support Claim 1 of this thesis by using appropriate metarules
to improve the learning performance of a MIL learner. In particular, we use
Plotkin’s clausal theory reduction algorithm to find logically minimal sets of
metarules. In our experiments, we compare learning with minimal and maximal
set of metarules. In general, learning with minimal sets of metarules leads to
lower runtimes and higher predictive accuracies than larger sets.
4.1 Introduction
A MIL learner takes as input background knowledge formed of first-order
definite clauses and higher-order metarules. The metarules guide the search
for a proof of a set of goals, where a proof is based on a sequence of meta-
substitutions. The metarules determine the structure of learnable programs,
which in turn defines the hypothesis space. Selecting which metarules to use is
a trade-off between efficiency and expressivity: the hypothesis space increases
given more metarules (Theorem 1), so we wish to use fewer metarules, but if
we use too few metarules then we lose expressivity. For example, consider the
goal:
G =← last([a, l, g, o, r, i, t, h, m], m)
And also consider the metarules:
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M1 = P(A, B)←Q(A, B)
M2 = P(A, B)←Q(B, A)
M3 = P(A, B)←Q(A, C), R(C , D), S(D, B)
M4 = P(A, B)←Q(A, C), R(C , B)
Given G, these metarules, and the background predicates reverse/2 and head/2,
a MIL learner can perform the meta-substitution sub(M4, [P/last,Q/reverse, R/head
to resolve G with M4 to derive the clause:
last(A,B)← reverse(A,C), head(C,B)
In the worst-case, a MIL learner would have to first try all of the other metarules
before trying M4, which is inefficient. As shown in Theorem 1, for the H
2
2
fragment of logic programs, the number of programs of size n which can
be built from p predicate symbols and m metarules is O(mnp3n). This result
implies that we can improve the efficiency of a MIL learner by reducing the
number of metarules. In this chapter, we introduce techniques to minimise
the number of metarules without loosing expressivity by employing logical
reduction techniques. To illustrate this idea, consider these two metarules:
M5 = P(A, B)←Q(A, B)
M6 = P(A, B)←Q(A, B), R(A, B)
The metarule M5 subsumes M6 and therefore M6 is logically redundant. In
Section 4.4.2, we show that only two metarules are necessary for a restricted
fragment of H2m.
4.2 Related work
Using metarules to build a logic program is similar to the use of refinement
operators in ILP [119, 99] to build a definite clause literal-by-literal1. As
with refinement operators, it seems reasonable to ask about completeness and
irredundancy of a set of metarules. This question, which has not been addressed
in previous papers on MIL or second-order schemata [109, 35], is investigated
in this chapter.
1Note that MIL uses example driven test-incorporation for finding consistent programs as
opposed to the generate-and-test approach of clause refinement.
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Unlike refinement operators, metarules are a form of declarative bias [108].
In contrast to other forms of declarative bias in ILP, such as modes [87, 127] or
grammars [20], metarules are logical statements. We can therefore reason about
them alongside normal first-order background knowledge, which is explored in
the following section.
4.3 Metarules and encapsulation
We use Plotkin’s reduction algorithm [103] to logically reduce sets of metarules.
However, metarules are higher-order formulas with existentially quantified
variables and are therefore incompatible with Plotkin’s algorithm, which takes
first-order clauses as input. Therefore, we introduce encapsulation, a method
to transform metarules into first-order clauses. In the rest of this chapter, we
assume that the variables in a metarule are all universally quantified.
We first define encapsulation for atoms:
Definition 24 (Atomic encapsulation) Let A be higher-order or first-order
atom of the form p(t1, .., tn). Then enc(A) = m(p, t1, .., tn) is an encapsulation
of A.
We extend atomic encapsulation to logic programs:
Definition 25 (Program encapsulation) The logic program enc(P) is an en-
capsulation of the logic program P in the case enc(P) is formed by replacing all
atoms A in P by enc(A).
Unencapsulated Encapsulated
P(A, B)←Q(B, A) m(P, A, B)← m(Q, B, A)
last(A, B)← reverse(A, C), head(C , B) m(last, A, B)← m(reverse, A, C), m(head, C , B)
Figure 4.1: Two examples of encapsulation.
Figure 4.1 shows examples of the encapsulation of metarules and first-order
clauses. We extend encapsulation to interpretations of logic programs:
Definition 26 (Interpretation encapsulation) Let I be an interpretation over
the predicate and constant symbols in a logic program. Then the encapsulated
interpretation enc(I) is formed by replacing each atom A in I by enc(A).
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We now have the proposition:
Proposition 1 (Encapsulation models) The logic program P has a model M
if and only if enc(P) has the model enc(M).
Proof 2 Follows trivially from the definitions of encapsulated programs and
interpretations.
We can now define entailment between logic programs:
Proposition 2 (Entailment) Let P and Q be logic programs. Then P |= Q if
and only if every model enc(M) of enc(P) is also a model of enc(Q).
Proof 3 Follows immediately from Proposition 1.
4.4 Logically reducing metarules
Plotkin [103] provides the following definitions as the basis for eliminating
logically redundant clauses from a clausal theory:
Definition 27 (Clause redundancy) The clause C is logically redundant in
the clausal theory P ∪ {C} whenever P |= C .
If C is redundant in P ∪ {C} then P is logically equivalent to P ∪ {C} because
P |= P ∪ {C} and P ∪ {C} |= P. Plotkin defines a reduced clausal theory as:
Definition 28 (Reduced clausal theory) A clausal theory is reduced if and
only if it does not contain any redundant clauses.
Plotkin uses these definitions to define an algorithm which given a clausal
theory repeatedly identifies and removes redundant clauses until the resulting
clausal theory is reduced.
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4.4.1 Reduction of metarules in H2∗2
We now use Plotkin’s reduction algorithm to reduce clausal theories formed
of encapsulated metarules. We focus on a subclass of H2m. Exploring broader
classes of metarules is left for future work (Section 9.2.1).
As is standard ILP [1, 109, 19], we restrict ourselves to connected clauses (i.e.
we exclude unconnected clauses), where we want to ensure that the literals in
the body of a clause are connected to the head via the clause’s variables:
Definition 29 (Connected clause) A clause is connected if the literals in the
clause cannot be partitioned into two sets such that the variables appearing in
the literals of one set are disjoint from the variables appearing in the literals of
the other set.
The point of this restriction is to ignore metarules from which we could derive
clauses that are unlikely to be useful in a hypothesis. For instance, the clause
P(A)← R(B) is unconnected because we can form two disjoint sets {A} and
{B} which contain no intersecting variables. Because R(B) is not connected
to the head, it will be true for every monadic fact and is essentially useless.
By contrast, the clause P(A)← Q(A) is connected because the variables in the
literals P(A) and Q(A) cannot be partitioned into two disjoint sets. This clause
is more useful because the body is linked to the head.
We add a further chained clause restriction:
Definition 30 (Chained clause) A clause C is chained if and only if (1) C is
connected, (2) each literal in C is dyadic, and (3) each term variable in C
appears at least twice.
We focus on H2∗m , a subclass of H
2
m:
Definition 31 (H2∗m fragment) A metarule is in H
2∗
m if and only if it is in H
2
m,
and it is chained.
The identity metarule (Figure 3.1) is in H2∗m :
Example 6 (Metarule in H2∗m ) The identity metarule P(A, B) ← Q(A, B) is in
H2∗m because it is in H
2
2 and is chained Definition 31.
By contrast, the curry metarule (Figure 3.1) is not in H2∗m :
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Encapsulated metarules Reduced set
m(P,A,B)← m(Q,A,B)
m(P,A,B)← m(Q,B,A) m(P,A,B)← m(Q,B,A)
m(P,A,B)← m(Q,A,B), m(R,A,B)
m(P,A,B)← m(Q,A,B), m(R,B,A)
m(P,A,B)← m(Q,A,C), m(R,B,C)
m(P,A,B)← m(Q,A,C), m(R,C,B) m(P,A,B)← m(Q,A,C), m(R,C,B)
m(P,A,B)← m(Q,B,A), m(R,A,B)
m(P,A,B)← m(Q,B,A), m(R,B,A)
m(P,A,B)← m(Q,B,C), m(R,A,C)
m(P,A,B)← m(Q,B,C), m(R,C,A)
m(P,A,B)← m(Q,C,A), m(R,B,C)
m(P,A,B)← m(Q,C,A), m(R,C,B)
m(P,A,B)← m(Q,C,B), m(R,A,C)
m(P,A,B)← m(Q,C,B), m(R,C,A)
Figure 4.2: Encapsulation of all 14 metarules in H2∗2 leading to a reduced set of
two.
Example 7 (Metarule not in H2∗m ) The curry metarule P(A, B)←Q(A, B, C) is
not in H2∗m because the literal Q(A,B,C) is not dyadic and the variable C appears
only once.
To find logically minimal sets of metarules, we generated a set of all the
metarules in H2∗2 , for which there were 14. We ran Plotkin’s reduction al-
gorithm on an encapsulation of this set, which resulted in a minimal set of
two metarules, shown in Figure 4.2. Since, by construction, this set is logically
equivalent to the complete set of 14, this minimal set can be considered a
universal set (sufficient to generate all hypotheses) for H2∗2 . We repeated this
procedure for H2∗3 and H
2∗
4 , with cardinalities 226 and 5346 respectively, each
time deriving the same minimal set of two metarules. In the following section,
we prove that these two metarules are complete for H2∗m .
4.4.2 Completeness theorem for H2∗m
We now show that two metarules are sufficient to entail all metarules in H2∗m .
We first name the two elementary metarules:
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Definition 32 (Inverse rule) The inverse rule is of the form:
P(A, B)←Q(B, A)
Definition 33 (H22 chain rule) The H
2
2 chain rule is of the form:
P(A, B)←Q(A, C), R(C , B)
We first show that the inverse rule can reposition the variables in a literal:
Lemma 1 (Inverse rule application) Let C be a clause in H2∗m , m > 0, and L
be a literal in the body of C . Then resolving L with the head of the inverse rule
gives the resolvent C ′ with the literal L′ where the variables in L′ are reversed.
Proof 4 Trivial by construction.
We now show that the inverse and H22 chain metarules are sufficient to entail
every metarule in H2∗m :
Theorem 2 (Completeness theorem for H2∗m ) Let C1 be the inverse rule, C2
be the H22 chain rule, Sm be the set of all metarules in H
2∗
m , and m > 0. Then{C1, C2} |= R for every R in Sm.
Proof 5 Assume the opposite. Thus, there is a metarule R such that {C1, C2} 6|=
R. By lemma 1, we do not need to consider the order of the variables in a
literal, so, without loss of generality, let R = P(A, B)← T1 . . . Tm. Because of the
definition of chained clauses, the variables A and B must also appear in a body
literal of R. There are two cases:
Case 1 Suppose A and B appear in the same body literal, thus:
R= P(A, B)← . . . , Ti(B, A), . . .
Clearly, C1 |= R, so this case cannot hold.
Case 2 Suppose A and B appear in separate body literals, thus:
R= P(A, B)← . . . , Ti(A, _), T j(_, B) . . .
Because A and B appear in separate body literals, the second variable in
Ti must be C and C must also appear in another body literal. Suppose C
appears in T j, thus:
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R= P(A, B)← . . . , Ti(A, C), T j(C , B) . . .
Clearly, C2 |= R, so C must appear in another body literal, thus:
R= P(A, B)← . . . , Ti(A, C), T j(_, B), Tk(_, C) . . .
Because A and B do not appear together in T j and nor do C and B, the
literal T j must contain a new variable:
R= P(A, B)← . . . , Ti(A, C), T j(D, B), Tk(_, C) . . .
In this case, we can substitute D for C to form:
R= P(A, B)← . . . , Ti(A, C), T j(C , B), Tk(_, C) . . .
Clearly, C2 |= R, so this case cannot hold.
Because these two cases are exhaustive and both contradict the assumption,
the proof is complete.
4.4.3 Representing H2∗m programs in H2∗2
We now show that H2∗2 is a normal form for H
2∗
m :
Theorem 3 (H2∗2 is a normal form for H
2∗
m .) Let C be a metarule in H
2∗
m and
m > 2. Then there is an equivalent2 theory in H2∗2 .
Proof 6 We prove by construction. Let C be of the form P ← T1, . . . , Tm. For any
literal Ti in the body of C of the form T (Ui+1, Ui) introduce a clause si(A, B)←
Ti(B, A) and replace Ti(Ui+1, Ui) in C with si(Ui, Ui+1). Step 2. Introduce clauses
(P(A, B)← T1(A, C), p1(C , B)), (p1(A, B)← T2(A, C), p2(C , B)), . . . , (pm−2(A, B)←
tm−1(A, C), tm(C , B)). Step 3. Remove C from the theory. You now have an
equivalent theory in H2∗2 .
This theorem is exemplified below:
2The two theories are not logically equivalent because of the introduction of new predicate
symbols. However, the theories are success set equivalent when restricted to the target predicate,
or when restricted to the predicates of the original theory.
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Example 8 Let C = P(U1, V ) ← T1(U1, U2), T2(U3, U2), T3(U3, U4), T4(U4, V ).
Notice that the variables in T2 are in the order (Ui+1, Ui) and not (Ui, Ui+1). We
now construct a theory in H22 equivalent to C .
• Step 1. Introduce the clause s1(A, B)← T2(B, A) and replace T2 in C with
s1(U2, U3) to form:
C ′ = P(U1, V )← T1(U1, U2), s1(U2, U3), T3(U3, U4), T4(U4, V )
• Step 2. Introduce the clause p1(A, B) ← T3(A, C), T4(C , B) and replace
the literals T3(U3, U4) and T4(U4, V ) in C ′ with p1(U3, V ) to form:
C ′′ = P(U1, V )← T1(U1, U2), s1(U2, U3), p2(U3, V )
Introduce the clause p2(A, B)← s1(A, C), p1(C , B) and replace the literals
s1(U2, U3) and p1(U3, V ) in C ′′ with p2(U2, V ) to derive C ′′′:
C ′′′ = P(U1, V )← T1(U1, U2), p2(U2, V )
• Step 3. After removing C , C ′, C ′′, and C ′′ and renaming variables you
are left with the following theory, which is equivalent to C:
P(A, B)← T1(A, C), p2(C , B)
p2(A, B)← s1(A, C), p1(C , B)
p1(A, B)← T3(A, C), T4(C , B)
s1(A, B)← T2(B, A)
4.5 Experiments
We now describe experiments which compare learning with minimal and non-
minimal sets of metarules. We test the null hypotheses:
Null Hypothesis 1 Using fewer metarules cannot improve predictive accura-
cies
Null Hypothesis 2 Using fewer metarules cannot reduce learning times
To test these null hypotheses, we conduct experiments in which we vary the
metarules supplied to Metagol. We compare four sets of metarules:
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• Min the minimal set of metarules described in Section 4.4.2
• H2∗2 all the metarules in the class H
2∗
2
• H2∗3 all the metarules in the class H
2∗
3
• H2∗4 all the metarules in the class H
2∗
4
4.5.1 Learning kinship relations
In this experiment, we learn kinship relations using the dataset in [50]3, which
contains 12 dyadic relations: aunt, brother, daughter, father, husband, mother,
nephew, niece, sister, son, and wife, and 104 examples.
Experiment 1: number of training examples
We first compare predictive accuracies and learning times when varying the
number of training examples.
Materials We include all relations excluding the target relation as background
knowledge.
Methods For each m in the set {2,4,6,8,10}, we train using m randomly
chosen examples of each relation, half positive and half negative. We test using
5 positive and 5 negative examples, so the default accuracy is 50%. We measure
mean predictive accuracies and learning times over all relations over 50 trials.
We limit the search to programs of length 6 and enforce a 5-minute timeout.
Results Figure 4.3 shows that using fewer metarules improves predictive
accuracies and reduces learning times, rejecting null hypotheses 1 and 2. This
result can be explained by the larger hypothesis space searched when using
more metarules which, according to the Blumer bound [9], results in higher
predictive errors and longer learning times.
Experiment 2: sampled background relations
This experiment compares the effect of using partial background knowledge.
3https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Kinship
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Figure 4.3: Experiment 1 results which show learning performance when
varying the number of training examples.
Methods We train using 4 randomly chosen examples of each relation, half
positive and half negative. We test using 5 positive and 5 negative examples, so
the default accuracy is 50%. For each p in the set {1, 2, 3, . . . , 10}, we randomly
select p relations to be included as background knowledge, ensuring that the
target relation is not included. We measure mean predictive accuracies and
learning times over all relations over 30 trials. We limit the search to programs
of length 6 and enforce a 5-minute timeout.
Results Figure 4.4 shows that using fewer metarules improves predictive
accuracy and reduces learning times, again rejecting null hypotheses 1 and 2.
Experiment 3: sampling metarules
This experiment compares the effect of sampling metarules from a larger set.
Materials We include all relations excluding the target relation as background
knowledge.
Methods We train using 8 randomly chosen examples of each relation, half
positive and half negative. We test using 5 positive and 5 negative examples, so
the default accuracy is 50%. For each m in the set {2, 3, 4, . . . , 14}, we randomly
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Figure 4.4: Experiment 2 results which show learning performance when
varying the number of background relations.
selected m metarules from the full enumeration of H2∗2 to use. We measure
mean predictive accuracies and learning times over all relations over 30 trials.
We limit the search to programs of length 6 and enforce a 5-minute timeout.
Results Figure 4.5 shows the predictive accuracies and learning times when
sampling the number of metarules. The corresponding results when learning
with the minimal set of metarules (Min) from experiment 1 are provided for
comparison. These results show that using the Min set of metarules outperforms
sampling metarules in terms of predictive accuracy and learning times.
4.5.2 Learning robot plans
We now explore varying the metarules when learning robot plans. Imagine
a robot in a two-dimensional space which can perform six dyadic actions:
move_left/2, move_right/2, move_forwards/2, move_backwards/2, grab_ball/2
and drop_ball/2. We represent the robot’s state as a Prolog list with three
elements:
[RobotPos,BallPos,HasBall]
RobotPos and BallPos are coordinates and HasBall is a boolean representing
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Figure 4.5: Experiment 3 results which show learning performance when
sampling the number of metarules.
whether the robot has the ball. The robot’s task is to move the ball to a
destination. Suppose we have the example:
move_ball([0/0,0/0,false],[2/2,2/2,false]).
Where the robot and ball start at (0,0) and end at (2,2). Given this example
and the minimum set of metarules, Metagol learns program:
move(A,B):-move_3(A,C),move_3(C,B).
move_3(A,B):-move_2(A,C),drop(C,B).
move_2(A,B):-grab(A,C),move_1(C,B).
move_1(A,B):-move_forwards(A,C),move_right(C,B).
In this program, the robot grabs the ball, moves right, moves forward, drops
the ball, and then repeats this process. Metagol also learns a program where
the robot performs the grab_ball/2 and drop_ball/2 actions only once:
move(A,B):-move_3(A,C),drop_ball(C,B).
move_3(A,B):-grab_ball(A,C),move_2(C,B).
move_2(A,B):-move_1(A,C),move_1(C,B).
move_1(A,B):-move_forwards(A,C),move_right(C,B).
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However, both programs are considered equal because they contain the same
number of clauses. Should we wish to prefer programs which minimise the
number of grabs and drops, then we would need to associate costs with different
operations. This idea of learning programs with minimal costs is explored in
the second part of this thesis (Chapters 6, 7, and 8).
Now suppose we exclude move_right/2 from the background knowledge.
Then given the original example, Metagol learns the program:
move(A,B):-move_3(B,A)
move_3(A,B):-move_2(A,C),move_2(C,B)
move_2(A,B):-move_1(A,C),move_1(C,B)
move_1(A,B):-grab_ball(A,C),move_left(C,B)
move_1(A,B):-move_backwards(A,C),drop_ball(C,B)
Metagol found this program using the inverse metarule by backtracking from
the goal, replacing move_right/2 with move_left/2 and move_forwards/2 with
move_backwards/2. If we also remove move_forwards/2 and drop_ball/2 from
the background knowledge, Metagol learns a program with only five clauses
and three primitives, compared to the original four clause program which used
six primitives. The construction of an inverse plan is familiar to retrograde
analysis of positions in chess [133], in which you go backwards from an end
position to work out the moves necessary to get there from a given starting
position. This idea of purposely removing background predicates is similar to
dimensionality reduction, widely used in other forms of machine learning [122],
but which has been under used in ILP [41]. Our preliminary experiments [22]
seem to indicate that this reduction is possible, and future work will investigate
this idea in more detail.
We compared learning robot plans using different sets of metarules but
when learning with non-minimal sets, the learning times were prohibitively
slow in all cases, whereas using the minimal set we were able to learn programs.
4.6 Future work
We have shown that there exist minimal sets of metarules for class H2∗m . In fu-
ture work, we intend to extended the approach to broader classes of metarules,
such as those containing monadic and triadic predicates. The ability to en-
capsulate background knowledge suggests that it may be possible to minimise
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the metarules together with a given set of background clauses. Preliminary
experiments indicate that this is possible, and we aim to develop this idea in
future work.
We have explored sampling metarules from the maximum set. The results
suggest there is no benefit in using more metarules than the minimum set.
However, this is not always the case. For example, when learning dyadic string
transformations [72], the programs only used the chain metarule. Thus, in this
case, the optimal set of metarules is a subset of the minimal set described in
this chapter. In future work, we would like to investigate learning the optimal
set of metarules as to minimise the hypothesis space.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have shown that in some cases as few as two metarules are
complete and sufficient for generating all hypotheses for a fragment of logic, as
in the case of H2∗m . Our experiments show that using fewer metarules achieves
higher predictive accuracies and lower learning times than using larger sets of
metarules. This result supports Claim 1 of this thesis, i.e. we can efficiently
learn programs. In the next chapter, we further support Claim 1 by using
higher-order background knowledge to improve learning efficiency.
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Chapter 5
Learning higher-order programs
A key feature of ILP is its ability to learn first-order programs which are more
expressive than propositional programs [86]. In this chapter, we introduce
MetagolAI , a MIL learner which extends ILP to support learning of higher-
order programs. One may assume that increasing the expressivity of a learner
would decrease efficiency. However, we show the opposite: that learning
higher-order programs, rather than first-order programs, can improve predictive
accuracies and reduce learning times. Specifically, the ability to learn higher-
order programs reduces the textual complexity required to express programs
which in turn reduces the hypothesis space. Our sample complexity results
support Claim 1 of the thesis and show that the approach reduces (1) the number
of examples required to reach high predictive accuracy, and (2) learning times.
5.1 Introduction
Suppose you are teaching a robot to pour tea and coffee for all place settings
at a table, where each setting has an indication of whether the guest prefers
tea or coffee. Figure 5.1 shows an example in terms of initial and final states.
Now consider learning a general strategy for the task from a set of examples.
Given that there may be an arbitrary number of place settings, existing program
induction approaches, such as MIL used in [96, 97, 72], would learn a first-order
recursive program, such as:
Example 9 (First-order waiter program)
waiter(A,B):-waiter_3(A,B),at_end(B).
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(a) Initial state (b) Final state
Figure 5.1: Figures (a) and (b) show initial/final state waiter examples respec-
tively. In the initial state, the cups are empty and each guest has a preference
for tea (T) or coffee (C). In the final state, the cups are facing up and are full
with the guest’s preferred drink.
waiter(A,B):-waiter_3(A,C),waiter(C,B).
waiter_3(A,B):-waiter_2(A,C),move_right(C,B).
waiter_2(A,B):-turn_cup_over(A,C),waiter_1(C,B).
waiter_1(A,B):-wants_tea(A),pour_tea(A,B).
waiter_1(A,B):-wants_coffee(A),pour_coffee(A,B).
In this chapter, we extend MIL to support learning higher-order programs, which
include higher-order constructs such as map/3, until/4, and ifthenelse/5. Using
this approach, we learn an equivalent but more compact strategy, such as:
Example 10 (Higher-order waiter program)
waiter(A,B):-until(A,B,at_end,waiter_3).
waiter_3(A,B):-waiter_2(A,C),move_right(C,B).
waiter_2(A,B):-turn_cup_over(A,C),waiter_1(C,B).
waiter_1(A,B):-ifthenelse(A,B,wants_tea,pour_tea,pour_coffee).
This extension is implemented in a system called MetagolAI which uses higher-
order background knowledge to learn higher-order programs. MetagolAI also
supports higher-order predicate invention. For instance, to invent the waiter_3/2
predicate in Example 10 which is used as an argument in until/4.
5.2 Related work
Many authors have advocated using higher-order logic for knowledge repre-
sentation [79]. Lloyd [75] advocates using higher-order logic in the learning
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process, but the approach focused on learning functional programs and did not
support predicate invention.
Early work in ILP [39, 109, 35] used higher-order schema to specify the
overall form of programs to be learned, similar to how metarules are used in
MIL. However, these works did not consider learning higher-order programs. By
contrast, we use higher-order logic as a learning representation and to represent
learned hypotheses.
Feng and Muggleton [37] investigated inductive generalisation in higher-
order logic using a restricted form of lambda calculus. However, their approach
does not support first-order nor second-order predicate invention. By contrast,
we introduce higher-order definitions which treat predicate symbols as first-
class citizens. This approach supports a form of abstraction which goes beyond
typical first-order predicate invention [115] in that the use of higher-order
definitions combined with meta-interpretation drives both the search for a
hypothesis and higher-order predicate invention, leading to more accurate and
compact higher-order programs.
In this chapter, we introduce abstractions, which can be seen as hiding
irrelevant or lower level details. This idea is in some ways similar to the work
of Broda et al [13], who explored using continuous actions such as move hand
until you touch the table to map low level sensor data to high level events.
5.3 Framework
To support learning higher-order programs, we introduce higher-order defini-
tions:
Definition 34 (Higher-order definition) A higher-order definition is a set of
higher-order definite clauses (Definition 5) with matching head predicates.
Two example higher-order definitions are:
Example 11 (Map definition)
map([],[],F)←
map([A|As],[B|Bs],F)← F(A,B), map(As,Bs)
Example 12 (Until definition)
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until(A,A,Cond,F)← Cond(A)
until(A,B,Cond,F)← not(Cond(A)), F(A,C), until(C,B,Cond,F)
In contrast to metarules, which are individual formulas with existentially quanti-
fied variables, higher-order definitions are sets of universally quantified definite
clauses. By only containing universally quantified variables, a MIL learner does
not need to find and save meta-substitutions for the variables in a higher-order
definition. We elaborate on this difference in the rest of this chapter.
Abstraction In computer science, code abstraction [14] involves hiding com-
plex code to provide a simpler interface for users to select key details. In this
work, we define an abstraction as a higher-order definite clause that contains
at least one atom which takes a predicate as an argument:
Definition 35 (Abstraction) An abstraction is a higher-order definite clause
of the form:
∀τp(s1, . . . , sm)← q(u1, . . . , un, v1, . . . , vo)
where o > 0, τ ⊆ V1∪V2, p, q, v1, . . . , vo ∈ P , and s1, . . . , sm, u1, . . . , un ∈ V1.
In the following abstraction example, the final argument of map/3 is ground to
the predicate symbol succ:
Example 13 (Abstraction)
f(A,B)← map(A,B,succ)
A MIL learner uses abstractions to generate inventions (Definition 19). For
example, to invent a chained successor clause for use in a map/3 definition:
Example 14 (Invention)
f(A,B)← map(A,B,f1)
f1(A,B)← succ(A,C),succ(C,B)
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5.3.1 Abstracted MIL
A MIL input (B, E) (Definition 14), consists of background knowledge B and
examples E. The background knowledge B = BC∪M consists of definite program
background knowledge BC and a set of metarules M . We now extend MIL by
assuming that B = BC ∪ BI ∪M , where Bi is a set of higher-order definitions. To
help distinguish between BC and BI , we call BC compiled background knowledge
and BI interpreted background knowledge. The distinction between BC and BI
is subtle. Whereas a clause from BC is proved deductively by calling Prolog, a
clause from BI is proved through meta-interpretation, which allows for predicate
invention to be combined with abstractions to invent higher-order predicates.
The distinction between BI and M is that the clauses in BI are all universally
quantified, whereas the metarules in M contain existentially quantified variables
whose meta-substitutions form the hypothesised program. We discuss this
distinction in more detail in Section 5.4.
5.3.2 Language classes, expressivity, and complexity
As Chapter 4 showed, metarules determine the hypothesis space. For instance,
the chain metarule (Figure 3.1) restricts clauses to be definite with two body
atoms and only arity two predicates. This restriction corresponds to the class H22
in which the number of programs expressible with n clauses and |M | metarules
is O(|M |np3n) (Theorem 1). We now update this bound for the abstracted MIL
framework:
Lemma 2 (Number of abstracted H22 programs) Given p predicate symbols,|M | metarules, and abstractions each with at most k ≥ 1 higher-order variables,
then the number of H22 programs expressible with n clauses is:
O(|M |np(2+k)n)
Proof 7 Since each abstraction has at most k ≥ 1 higher-order variables the
number of clauses Sp which can be constructed from an H
2
2 metarule given
p predicate symbols is at most max(p3, p2+k) = p2+k. The set of such clauses
Sm,p has cardinality at most |M |p2+k. It follows that the number of programs
constructed from a selection of n rules chosen from Sm,p is at most:|M |p2+k
n

≤ (|M |p2+k)n = O(|M |np(2+k)n).
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We use this result to develop sample complexity results for unabstracted versus
abstracted MIL:
Theorem 4 (Sample complexity of unabstracted MIL) Unabstracted MIL has
a polynomial sample complexity:
mu ≥ 1
ε
(n ln(|M |) + 3n ln(p) + ln 1
δ
)
Proof 8 According to the Blumer bound [9] the error of consistent hypotheses
is bounded by ε with probability at least (1 − δ) once mu ≥ 1ε(ln|H|+ ln 1δ),
where |H| is the size of the hypothesis space. From Theorem 1, |H| = O(|M |np3n
for unabstracted MIL. Applying logs and substituting gives:
mu ≥ 1
ε
(n ln(|M |) + 3n ln(p) + ln 1
δ
)
Theorem 5 (Sample complexity of abstracted MIL) Abstracted MIL has a
polynomial sample complexity:
ma ≥ 1
ε
(n ln(|M |) + (2+ k)n ln(p) + ln 1
δ
Proof 9 Analogous to Theorem 4 using Lemma 2.
We now consider the ratio of these bounds in the case nu p:
Proposition 3 (Ratio of unabstracted and abstracted bounds) Given that
mu, ma are the bounds on the number of training examples required to achieve
error less than ε with probability at least 1−δ and nu, na are the numbers of
clauses in the minimum expression of the target theories in these cases then
the ratio mu : ma approaches nu : na in the case nu p.
Proof 10 Since nu p it follows mu : ma ≈ (nuln(mu) : na ln(mu)) = nu : na.
Proposition 3 indicates that abstraction in MIL reduces sample complexity pro-
portional to the number of clauses required to express abstracted hypotheses.
For instance, in Example 10, the predicates until/4 and ifthenelse/5 reduce
the hypothesis size by one clause each, compared to Example 9. Thus the
minimal hypothesis reduces from six clauses to four leading to a sample com-
plexity reduction of 3 : 2. Figure 5.2 tabulates higher-order predicates with
corresponding clause reductions.
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HO predicate Reduction
until/4 1
ifthenelse/5 1
map/3 1
filter/3 2
Figure 5.2: Reductions in the number of clauses when using higher-order
predicates.
5.4 MetagolAI
We now introduce MetagolAI which extends Metagol to support learning higher-
order programs. The Prolog code for MetagolAI is:
learn(Pos,Neg,Prog):-
prove(Pos,[],Prog),
not(prove(Neg,Prog,Prog)).
prove([],Prog,Prog).
prove([Atom|Atoms],Prog1,Prog2):-
prove_aux(Atom,Prog1,Prog3),
prove(Atoms,Prog3,Prog2).
prove_aux(Atom,Prog,Prog):-
prim(Atom),!,
call(Atom).
prove_aux(Atom,Prog1,Prog2):-
interpreted((Atom:-Body)),
prove(Body,Prog1,Prog2).
prove_aux(Atom,Prog1,Prog2):-
member(sub(Name,Subs),Prog1),
metarule(Name,Subs,(Atom:-Body)),
prove(Body,Prog1,Prog2).
prove_aux(Atom,Prog1,Prog2):-
metarule(Name,Subs,(Atom:-Body)),
prove(Body,[sub(Name,Subs)|Prog1],Prog2).
The key difference between MetagolAI and Metagol is the introduction of the
second prove_aux/3 clause in the meta-interpreter, denoted in boldface. This
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clause allows MetagolAI to prove a goal by fetching a clause from the inter-
preted background knowledge (such as map/3) whose head unifies with a given
goal. The distinction between compiled and interpreted background knowl-
edge is that whereas a clause from the compiled background knowledge is
proved deductively by calling Prolog, a clause from the interpreted background
knowledge is proved through meta-interpretation. Meta-interpretation allows
for predicate invention to be driven by the proof of conditions (as in filter/3)
and functions (as in map/3). Interpreted background knowledge is different
to metarules because the clauses are all universally quantified. By contrast,
metarules contain existentially quantified variables whose meta-substitutions
form the hypothesised program. The following examples show the three forms
of background knowledge used by MetagolAI :
Example 15 (Compiled background knowledge)
empty([]).
head([H|_],H).
tail([_|T],T).
move_forward(X/Y1),X/Y2):-Y2 is Y1+1.
Example 16 (Interpreted background knowledge)
interpreted(([map,[],[],F]:-[])).
interpreted(([map,[A|As],[B|Bs],F]:-
[[F,A,B],[map,As,Bs,F]])).
interpreted(([fold,[],Acc,Acc,F]:-[])).
interpreted(([fold,[A|As],B,Acc1,F]:-
[[F,Acc1,A,Acc2],[fold,As,B,Acc2,F]])).
Example 17 (Metarules)
metarule(identity,[P,Q],([P,A,B]:-[[Q,A,B]])).
metarule(precon,[P,Q,R],([P,A,B]:-[[Q,A],[R,A,B]])).
metarule(postcon,[P,Q,R],([P,A,B]:-[[Q,A,B],[R,B]])).
metarule(curry1,[P,Q,R],([P,A,B]:-[[Q,A,B,R]])).
metarule(chain,[P,Q,R],([P,A,B]:-[[Q,A,C],[R,C,B]])).
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Algorithm MetagolAI works in the same way as Metagol, except for the use
of interpreted background knowledge. MetagolAI first tries to prove a goal
deductively using compiled background knowledge by delegating the proof to
Prolog (call(Atom)), similar to how Metagol works. Failing this, MetagolAI tries
to unify the goal with the head of a clause in the interpreted background knowl-
edge (background((Atom:-Body))) and tries to prove the body of the matched
clause. Metagol does not perform this additional step. Failing this, MetagolAI
continues to work in the same way as Metagol. MetagolAI uses negation as
failure [18] to negate predicates in the compiled background knowledge. To
prevent floundering [99], MetagolAI ensures that the goal is ground. Negation
of invented predicates is unsupported and is left for future work.
5.5 Experiments
We now describe three experiments which compare learning first-order and
higher-order programs. We compare MetagolAI (which supports interpreted
background knowledge) with Metagol (which does not support interpreted
background knowledge), i.e. we compare abstracted MIL with unabstracted
MIL. We test the null hypotheses:
Null hypothesis 1 MetagolAI cannot learn programs with higher predictive
accuracies than Metagol
Null hypothesis 2 MetagolAI cannot learn programs with lower running times
than Metagol
Common materials In each experiment, we provide MetagolAI and Metagol
with the same background knowledge. The only variable in the experiments
is the learning system. The only difference between the two systems is the
additional clause used by MetagolAI , described in the implementation section.
The compiled background knowledge varies in each experiment. The inter-
preted background knowledge is the same for each experiment and contains
five higher-order definitions: map/3, reduce/3, reduceback/3, until/4, and
ifthenelse/5. We use the metarules shown in Example 17.
Common methods We train using m randomly chosen positive examples for
each m in the set {1,2,3,4,5}. We test using 40 examples, half positive and
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half negative, so the default accuracy is 50%. We measure mean predictive
accuracies and learning times over 20 trials. For each learning task, we enforce
a 10-minute timeout.
5.5.1 Robot waiter
This experiment revisits the waiter example in Figure 5.1, in which a robot
waiter is learning to serve drinks.
Materials Examples are waiter/2 atoms where the first argument is the initial
state and the second is the final state. A state is a list of facts. In the initial
state, the robot starts at position 0; there are d cups facing down at positions
1, . . . , d; and for each cup there is a preference for tea or coffee. In the final
state, the robot is at position d + 1; all the cups are facing up; and each cup is
filled with the preferred drink. We generate positive examples as follows. For
the initial state, we select a random integer d from the interval [1,20] as the
number of cups. For each cup, we randomly select whether the preferred drink
is tea or coffee and set it facing down. For the final state, we update the initial
state so that each cup is facing up and is filled with the preferred drink. To
generate negative examples, we repeat the aforementioned procedure but we
modify the final state so that the drink choice is incorrect for a random subset
of k drinks. The robot can perform the following fluents and actions defined
as compiled background knowledge: at_end/1, wants_tea/1, wants_coffee/1,
move_left/2, move_right/2, turn_cup_over/2, pour_tea/2, and pour_coffee/2.
Results Figure 5.3 shows that MetagolAI learns programs with higher predic-
tive accuracies and lower learning times than Metagol, refuting null hypotheses
1 and 2. We can explain these results by looking at the programs learned by
Metagol and MetagolAI :
Program 1 (Metagol waiter program)
waiter(A,B):-waiter_3(A,B),at_end(B).
waiter(A,B):-waiter_3(A,C),waiter(C,B).
waiter_3(A,B):-waiter_2(A,C),move_right(C,B).
waiter_2(A,B):-turn_cup_over(A,C),waiter_1(C,B).
waiter_1(A,B):-wants_tea(A),pour_tea(A,B).
waiter_1(A,B):-wants_coffee(A),pour_coffee(A,B).
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Program 2 (MetagolAI waiter program
waiter(A,B):-until(A,B,at_end,waiter_3).
waiter_3(A,B):-waiter_2(A,C),move_right(C,B).
waiter_2(A,B):-turn_cup_over(A,C),waiter_1(C,B).
waiter_1(A,B):-ifthenelse(A,B,wants_tea,pour_tea,pour_coffee).
Although both programs are general, and handle any number of guests and any
assignment of drink preferences, Program 2 is smaller than Program 1 because
it uses the higher-order abstractions until/4 and ifthenelse/5. This compactness
affects predicate accuracies because, whereas MetagolAI finds programs in the
allocated time, Metagol struggles because the programs are too big.
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Figure 5.3: Robot waiter experiment results which show learning performance
when varying the number of training examples.
5.5.2 Chess strategy
Programming chess strategies is a difficult task for humans [11]. For example,
consider maintaining a wall of pawns to support promotion [48]. In this case, we
might start by trying to inductively program the simple situation in which a black
pawn wall advances without interference from white. Having constructed such
a program one might consider using negative examples involving interposition
of white pieces to deal with exceptional behaviour. Figure 5.4 shows such an
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example, where in the initial state pawns are at different ranks, and in the final
state all the pawns have advanced to rank 8, but the other pieces have remained
in the initial positions. In this experiment, we try to learn such strategies.
(a) Initial state (b) Final state
Figure 5.4: Chess initial/final state example.
Materials Examples are chess/2 atoms where the first argument is the initial
state and the second is the final state. A state is a list of pieces, where a piece is
denoted as a triple of the form (Type,Id,X/Y), where Type is the type (king=k,
pawn=p, etc.), Id is a unique identifier, and X/Y is the position. We generate
positive examples as follows. For the initial state, we select a random subset of
n pieces from the interval [2, 16] and randomly place them on the board. For
the final state, we update the initial state so that each pawn finishes at rank 8.
To generate negative examples, we repeat the aforementioned procedure but
we randomise the final state positions, whilst ensuring that the input/output
pair is not a positive example. We use the following compiled background
knowledge:
at_rank8((_,_,_/8)).
is_pawn((p,_,_)).
not_pawn(X):-not(is_pawn(X)).
empty([]).
move_forward((Type,Id,X/Y1),(Type,Id,X/Y2)):-
Y1 < 8,Y2 is Y1+1.
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move_forward(A,B,Id):-
append(Prefix,[(Type,Id,X/Y1)|Suffix],A),
Y1 < 8,Y2 is Y1+1,
append(Prefix,[(Type,Id,X/Y2)|Suffix],B).
Results Figure 5.5a shows that MetagolAI learns programs approaching 100%
accuracy after two examples. By contrast, Metagol learns programs with around
default accuracy. This result refutes null hypothesis 1. The log-lin plot in Figure
5.5b shows that MetagolAI learns programs quicker than Metagol, refuting null
hypothesis 2. We can explain these results by looking at the sample programs
learned by Metagol and MetagolAI :
Program 3 (Metagol chess program)
chess(A,B):-chess_2(A,C),chess_2(C,B).
chess_2(A,B):-chess_1(A,C),chess_1(C,B).
chess_1(A,B):-move_forward(A,B,p3).
chess_2(A,B):-move_forward(A,B,p5).
Program 4 (MetagolAI chess program)
chess(A,B):-map(A,B,chess_1).
chess_1(A,A):-not_pawn(A).
chess_1(A,B):-until(A,B,at_rank8,move_forward).
MetagolAI learns a small higher-order program using the abstractions map/3
and until/4, where the map/3 operation decomposes the problem into smaller
sub-goals of moving a single piece to rank 8. These sub-goals are solved by the
chess_1/2 predicate. By contrast, Metagol learns a larger recursive and more
specific first-order program.
5.5.3 Droplast
In this experiment, the goal is to learn a program that drops the last element
from each sublist of a given list – a problem frequently used to evaluate program
induction systems [60]. Below are input/output examples for this problem:
droplast([[a,b],[a,b,c],[a,b,c,d]],[[a],[a,b],[a,b,c]]).
droplast([[l,o,n,d,o,n],[p,a,r,i,s]],[[l,o,n,d,o],[p,a,r,i]]).
droplast([[a,n,n],[b,o,b],[c,h,u,c,k]],[[a,n],[b,o],[c,h,u,c]]).
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Figure 5.5: Chess experiment results which show learning performance when
varying the number of training examples.
Materials Examples are droplast/2 atoms where the first argument is the
initial list and the second is the final list. We generate positive examples as
follows. To form the input, we select a random integer i from the interval
[2, 20] as the number of sublists. For each sublist i, we select a random integer
k from the interval [1, 100] and populate sublist i with k random integers. To
form the output, we wrote a Prolog program to drop the last element from each
sublist. We use the following compiled background knowledge:
head([H|_],H).
tail([_|T],T).
concat([H|T],B,C):-append([H|T],[B],C).
concat(A,B,C):-append([A],[B],C).
Results MetagolAI achieved 100% accuracy after two examples (plot omitted
for brevity). MetagolAI learned the program:
Program 5 (MetagolAI droplast program)
droplast(A,B):-map(A,B,droplast_3).
droplast_3(A,B):-droplast_2(A,C),droplast_1(C,B).
droplast_2(A,B):-droplast_1(A,C),tail(C,B).
droplast_1(A,B):-reduceback(A,B,concat).
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This program contains notable sub-programs. The invented predicate droplast_1/2
reverses a given list. The invented predicate droplast_3/2 drops the last element
from a single list by (1) reversing the list by calling droplast_1/2, (2) dropping
the head from the reversed list, and (3) reversing the shortened list back to the
original order by again calling droplast_1/2. Finally, droplast/2 maps over the
input list and applies droplast_3/2 to each sublist to form the output list. This
program highlights invention through the repeated calls to droplast_1/2 and ab-
straction through the higher-order functions. By contrast, Metagol was unable
to learn any program for this problem because the corresponding first-order
program is too long and the search is impractical.
Further discussion To further demonstrate invention and abstraction, con-
sider learning a program ddroplast/2 which extends the droplast problem so
that, in addition to dropping the last element from each sublist, it also drops
the last sublist, such as:
ddroplast([[a,b],[a,b,c],[a,b,c,d]],[[a],[a,b]]).
ddroplast([[l,o,n,d,o,n],[p,a,r,i,s]],[[l,o,n,d,o]]).
ddroplast([[a,n,n],[b,o,b],[c,h,u,c,k]],[[a,n],[b,o]).
Given two examples of this problem under the same conditions as in Section
5.5.3, MetagolAI learns the program:
Program 6 (MetagolAI ddroplast program)
ddroplast(A,B):-ddroplast_4(A,C),ddroplast_3(C,B).
ddroplast_4(A,B):-map(A,B,ddroplast_3).
ddroplast_3(A,B):-ddroplast_2(A,C),ddroplast_1(C,B).
ddroplast_2(A,B):-ddroplast_1(A,C),tail(C,B).
ddroplast_1(A,B):-reduceback(A,B,concat).
This program is similar to Program 5 but it makes an additional final call to
the invented predicate ddroplast_3/2, which is used twice in the program as
a higher-order argument in ddroplast_4/2 and as a first-order predicate in
ddroplast/2.
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5.6 Future work
The experiments in this chapter have focused on using functional constructs,
such as map/3 and until/4. In future work, we would like to investigate using
relational constructs. For instance, consider this higher-order definition of a
closure:
closure(P,A,B)← P(A,B)
closure(P,A,B)← P(A,C), closure(P,C,B)
This definition could be used to learn compact abstractions of relations, such
as:
ancestor(A,A)← closure(parent,A,B)
lessthan(A,A)← closure(increment,A,B)
subterm(A,B)← closure(headortail,A,B)
Moreover, the issue of how metarules might themselves be learned could be
treated in a similar fashion using higher-order programs such as:
chain(P,Q,R,A,B)← Q(A,C), R(C,B)
inverse(P,Q,A,B)← Q(B,A)
5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced MetagolAI which uses higher-order defi-
nitions and abstractions to support learning higher-order programs. We have
shown that this approach reduces the size of programs necessary to represent
target classes of programs. This reduction in program size reduces the hypothe-
sis space which in turn reduces the sample complexity. Our sample complexity
results are consistent with our experiments which indicate increased predictive
accuracy and decreased learning time for abstracted MIL compared with un-
abstracted MIL. This chapter supports Claim 1 of the thesis. In the rest of this
thesis, any reference to Metagol refers to MetagolAI .
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Chapter 6
Metaopt
In the first half of this thesis, we supported Claim 1 by introducing techniques to
efficiently learn programs. We now support Claim 2 by introducing techniques
to learn efficient programs.
6.1 Introduction
As explained in the introduction, we often want to learn efficient programs,
but existing program induction approaches cannot distinguish between the
efficiencies of programs, and instead learn textually simple programs. To
address this limitation, in this chapter, we introduce the cost minimisation
problem, a general setting for learning efficient programs. We also introduce
Metaopt, which extends Metagol by adding a general cost function into the
meta-interpreter, where specific cost functions are provided as background
knowledge. To learn minimal cost programs, Metaopt uses a search procedure
called iterative descent which iteratively searches for more efficient programs,
each time enforcing a tighter restriction on the hypothesis space. We show that
given sufficient examples, Metaopt converges on minimal cost programs.
6.2 Cost minimisation problem
We now define the cost minimisation problem. We denote the power set of the
set S as 2S. We denote the Herbrand base of B ∪ E as BB,E. We first declare a
general program cost function that measures the cost of a program with respect
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to an atom:
Definition 36 (Program cost) A program cost function is of the form:
Φ :H× 2BB,E → N
We now define the input for the cost minimisation problem:
Definition 37 (Cost minimisation input) The cost minimisation input is a
tuple (B, E,Φ,τ) where:
• B is a logic program representing background knowledge
• E = (E+, E−) where E+ and E− are sets of facts representing positive and
negative examples respectively
• Φ is a program cost function
• τ is a textual complexity function (Definition 20)
We measure the cost of a program as its worst-case cost over a set of examples:
Definition 38 (Worst-case program cost) Let E+ be a set of positive examples
and Φ be a program cost function. Then the worst-case cost of a program H ∈H
is defined as:
Ψ(Φ, H, E+) = maxe∈E+Φ(H, e)
We use the worst-case cost of a program to define an ordering which judges
whether one program is more efficient than another:
Definition 39 (More efficient ordering Φ,τ) Let (B, E,Φ,τ) be a cost min-
imisation input and H1, H2 ∈H. Then H1 Φ,τ H2 iff either:
1. Ψ(Φ, H1, E+)< Ψ(Φ, H2, E+)
2. Ψ(Φ, H1, E+) = Ψ(Φ, H2, E+) and τ(H1)≤ τ(H2)
We define the solution to the cost minimisation problem:
Definition 40 (Cost minimisation solution) A solution to the cost minimisa-
tion problem (B, E,Φ,τ) is a program H ∈ VSB,E such that H Φ,τ H ′ for all
H ′ ∈ VSB,E.
There can be multiple solutions to the cost minimisation problem. We call any
solution a minimal cost program:
Definition 41 (Minimal cost program) Let H be a solution to the cost min-
imisation problem (B, E,Φ,τ). Then H is a minimal cost program.
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6.3 Metaopt
Metaopt extends Metagol to support learning minimal cost programs. The
two key extensions are (1) the addition of a general cost function into the
meta-interpreter, and (2) the use of a procedure called iterative descent to
search for efficient programs. We describe these extensions in turn.
Meta-interpreter
The key extension in Metaopt is the addition of a proof cost and program cost
into the meta-interpreter:
learn(Pos,Neg,Prog):-
prove(Pos,[],Prog,0,_),
not(prove(Neg,Prog,Prog,0,_)).
prove([],Prog,Prog,C,C).
prove([Atom|Atoms],Prog1,Prog2,C1,C2):-
prove_aux(Atom,Prog1,Prog3,C1,C3),
prove(Atoms,Prog3,Prog2,C3,C2).
prove_aux(Atom,Prog,Prog,C1,C2):-
prim(Atom),!,
program_cost(Prog,[Atom],Cost),
C2 is C1+Cost,
get_max_cost(MaxCost),
C2<MaxCost.
prove_aux(Atom,Prog1,Prog2,C1,C2):-
interpreted((Atom:-Body)),
prove(Body,Prog1,Prog2,C1,C2).
prove_aux(Atom,Prog1,Prog2,C1,C2):-
member(MetaSub,Prog1),
metarule(MetaSub,(Atom:-Body)),
prove(Body,Prog1,Prog2,C1,C2).
prove_aux(Atom,Prog1,Prog2,C1,C2):-
metarule(MetaSub,(Atom:-Body)),
prove(Body,[sub(MetaSub)|Prog1],Prog2,C1,C2).
program_cost(Prog,Pos,ProgramCost):-
assert_program(Prog),
findall(C,(member(Atom,Pos),program_cost(Atom,C)),Costs),
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max_list(Costs,ProgramCost),
retract_program(Prog).
This proof cost, denoted by the variables Ci, is used as follows. Given a set
of atoms, Metaopt constructs a proof of the atoms. Whilst constructing the
proof, when an atom is proven using compiled knowledge (Section 5.3), the
cost of proving that atom is added to the overall proof cost. The cost of proving
an atom is defined by a predicate called program_cost/3, which is defined in
terms of a predicate called program_cost/2, supplied as background knowledge.
During the proof, if the overall proof cost exceeds a bound (MaxCost), then
the proof is terminated, as to ignore inefficient programs in the hypothesis
space. The bound is determined by the iterative descent procedure, described
in the next section. Once the proof is complete, a logic program is formed by
projecting the meta-substitutions onto the metarules.
Iterative descent
The Metaopt meta-interpreter is controlled by the iterative descent algorithm:
metaopt(Pos,Neg):-
learn(Pos,Neg,Prog),
program_cost(Prog,Pos,Cost),
is_better(Cost),
set_max_cost(Cost),
set_best_program(Prog),
false.
metaopt(_,_):-
get_best_program(Prog),
pprint(Prog).
This algorithm works as follows. Starting at iteration 1, Metaopt uses iterative
deepening on the number of clauses to find a textually minimal program H1. The
program H1 is the quickest to learn because the hypothesis space is exponential
in the number of clauses (Theorems 1 and Lemma 2). Metaopt then calculates
the worst-case program cost Ψ(H1, E+) of H1 to derive an upper bound for
subsequent iterations. In iteration i > 1, Metaopt searches for a program Hi,
again with minimal textual complexity, but with a cost such that Ψ(Hi, E+)<
Ψ(Hi−1, E+). Metaopt continues to search until it cannot find a more efficient
program.
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We now prove convergence of iterative descent to minimal cost programs
(Definition 41) given sufficiently large numbers of examples:
Theorem 6 (Iterative descent convergence) Assume E+ consists of m posi-
tive examples drawn randomly and independently from instance distribution
D. Without loss of generality consider the hypothesis space formed of two
programs H1 and H2 such that H1 Φ,τc H2 for an arbitrary cost function Φ and
the clause complexity τc (Definition 21). Then in the limit, iterative descent
will return H1 in preference to H2.
Proof 11 Assume false, which, because of Definition 39, implies that either
(1) Ψ(H1, E+) > Ψ(H2, E+), or (2) Ψ(H1, E+) = Ψ(H2, E+) and τc(H1, E+) >
τc(H2, E+).
Case 1 With sufficiently large m there will exist an example e such thatΦ(H1, e)<
Φ(H2, e) and Φ(H2, e) > Φ(H2, e′) for all other e′ in E+ and Φ(H1, e) >
Φ(H1, e′) for all other e′ in E+. In this case Ψ(H1, E+) < Ψ(H2, E+) and
iterative descent returns H1, which has the minimal program cost. This
contradicts the assumption and we discard this case.
Case 2 Iterative descent performs iterative deepening search (IDS) on the
number of clauses. From the optimality of IDS, iterative descent returns
H1, which has minimal clause complexity, i.e. τc(H1) < τc(H2). This
contradicts the assumption and we discard this case.
These two cases are exhaustive, and thus the proof is complete.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have addressed Claim 2 by introducing the cost minimisation
problem, a framework for learning efficient logic programs, where an efficient
program is one that minimises an associated cost function. We have also
introduced Metaopt, a MIL learner which finds solutions to the cost minimisation
problem, which we call minimal cost programs. To find minimal cost programs,
Metaopt uses a procedure called iterative descent which iteratively learns more
efficient programs, each time further restricting the hypothesis space. We have
shown (Theorem 6) that given sufficient training examples, Metaopt converges
on minimal cost programs. In the following two chapters, we support Claim 2
by using Metaopt to learn efficient robot strategies (Chapter 7) and efficient
time complexity logic programs (Chapter 8).
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Chapter 7
Learning efficient robot strategies
In this chapter, we support Claim 2 of this thesis by using Metaopt to learn
minimal resource complexity robot strategies.
7.1 Introduction
Suppose we are machine learning robot plans from initial/final state examples.
Figure 7.1 shows such a scenario, in which a robot is trying to move a ball in a
two-dimensional space. The robot can perform four movement actions: north/2,
south/2, east/2, and west/2, and two other actions: grab/2 and drop/2. Figure
7.2 shows two programs for this problem, where Metagol learned program (a)
and Metaopt learned program (b). Although both programs correctly transform
the initial state to the final state and are equal in their textual complexity
(Definition 21), the programs differ in efficiency. Program (a) is inefficient
because the robot picks up the ball, moves north, moves east, drops the ball,
and then repeats this procedure again, requiring two grab/2 and two drop/2
operations. By contrast, program (b) is efficient because it requires only one
grab/2 and one drop/2 operation.
However, as already stated, existing program induction systems cannot
distinguish between the efficiencies of programs. In this chapter, we use Metaopt
to learn efficient robot strategies from initial/final state examples. In contrast
to traditional AI planning [114], which involves the generation of a plan as a
sequence of actions transforming a particular initial state to a particular final
state, a strategy can be viewed as a potentially infinite set of plans, applicable
to a class of initial/final state pairs [24].
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(a) Initial state (b) Final state
Figure 7.1: Robot planning initial/final state example. In the initial state (a) a
robot and a ball are in position 1/1. In the final state (b) a robot and a ball are
in position 3/3.
We focus on learning minimal resource complexity strategies. Resource
complexity is a measure of the efficiency of a strategy, where energy and
material consumption, such as solder, glue, or bricks, could be considered as
resources. We represent the problem of learning minimal resource complexity
strategies as a cost minimisation problem (Chapter 6). Our experiments on
three robot problems (searcher, postman, sorter) show that Metaopt learns
efficient strategies, in contrast to Metagol, which learns inefficient strategies.
For instance, in the robot sorter problem, we show that Metaopt learns an
efficient quick sort strategy, rather than an inefficient bubble sort strategy.
7.2 Related work
Classical planning typically focuses on efficiently learning plans [51]. However,
we are often interested in plans that are optimal with respect to an objective
function which measures the quality of a plan. A common objective function is
the length of the plan [142], and existing systems can learn optimal plans based
on this function [67, 97, 34]. Plan length alone is only one criterion. If executing
actions is costly, we may prefer a plan which minimises the overall cost of the
actions, e.g. to minimise the use of resources. The answer set programming
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f(A,B):-f3(A,C),f3(C,B). f(A,B):-f3(A,C),drop(C,B).
f3(A,B):-f2(A,C),drop(C,B). f3(A,B):-grab(A,C),f2(C,B).
f2(A,B):-grab(A,C),f1(C,B). f2(A,B):-f1(A,C),f1(C,B).
f1(A,B):-north(A,C),east(C,B). f1(A,B):-north(A,C),east(C,B).
(a) Inefficient program (b) Efficient program
Figure 7.2: Programs learned by Metagol (a) and Metaopt (b) for the planning
example in Figure 7.1. A red square denotes a grab/2 action and a green circle
denotes a drop/2 action.
(ASP) literature has started to address learning optimal plans by incorporating
action costs into the learning [34, 56]. However, classical planning, including
the aforementioned ASP work, focuses on finding a sequence of actions to get
from one particular start state to one particular goal state [114], By contrast,
we focus on learning strategies, where the goal is to induce a logic program
that represents a potentially infinite set of plans, i.e. goes from a set of start
states to a set of goal states, where both sets could be infinite. For instance, in
Section 7.5.3, we describe experiments for learning sorting strategies, where
the learned programs are able to generalise over any size of list.
Various machine learning approaches support constructing strategies, such
as the SOAR architecture [64], action learning in ILP [85, 100], and reinforce-
ment learning [131]. In this work, we aim to learn strategies with minimal
cost, which is analogous to learning optimal policies for an markov deicison
processes [105]. Q-learning [139] is a common approach to reinforcement
learning which assigns values to state-action pairs and thus implicitly represents
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policies. However, whereas a policy specifies what an agent should do in every
state, a logic program strategy specifies what an agent should do in a small
number of states – although strategies could be viewed as a deterministic special
case of markov decision processes.
Relational reinforcement learning (RLL) [33] combines ILP and reinforce-
ment learning, and is used to learn plans for a blocks world. The authors
introduce P-functions, which are binary classifiers that deem whether an action
and state pair are optimal, where the suggestion that this approach will allow
for greater generalisation over Q-functions.
Our work differs from RLL in several ways. In RLL, the action costs are
initially unknown to an agent (i.e. a learner). By contrast, in our work we are
given action costs as part of the BK. In RLL, the learned policy is for a fixed
number of states, known apriori, and it is unclear how the approach could
generalise to instances beyond the training data, such as to learn minimal
cost robot sorting strategies, where the size of the lists to be sorted in the test
examples can greatly exceed those seen during training. Indeed, as the authors
point out, for large state spaces, the probability of reaching the goal state by
random exploration is extremely low. For instance, in the sorter experiment, for
list of length 25, there at least 25! states, and that does not take into account
other permutations of the state, such as the position of the robot, or whether
the robot is holding an object, etc.
Overall, unlike these alternative approaches, in this thesis, we learn recursive
logic programs that generalise beyond the training instances. These programs
are also are optimal with respect to a program cost function (Definition 36). In
addition, we use predicate invention for automatic problem decomposition.
7.3 Resource complexity
We now describe a MIL setting specific for learning minimal resource complexity
robot strategies.
A state is a set of facts. Let (B, E) a MIL input, S be an enumerable set of
states, and P be the predicate signature of (B, E). Then P = Pa ∪ P f where
Pa and P f are disjoint sets of action and fluent predicate symbols respectively.
Actions are dyadic predicates which transform one state to another, i.e. each
action a ∈ Pa is a function a : S → S. Fluents are monadic predicates which
apply to a state, i.e. each fluent f ∈ P f is a function f : S → {T, F}. We
assume an action cost function r : Pa × S × S→ N which defines the resources
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consumed by calling an action p ∈ Pa to transform a state s1 ∈ S to a state
s2 ∈ S. A strategy H ∈H is a definite program formed of actions and fluents.
We define a program cost function (Definition 36) to measure the resource
complexity of a strategy:
Definition 42 (Resource complexity) Let e = (s1, s2) be an example where
s1, s2 ∈ S. Then the resource complexity Φrc(H, e) of a strategy H ∈ H is the
sum of the action costs in applying H to e to transform s1 to s2.
We learn minimal resource complexity strategies by representing the problem as
a cost minimisation problem (Chapter 6). The input is the tuple (B, E,Φrc,τc)
where Φrc is as stated in Definition 42 and τc is as stated in Definition 21. A
solution to this cost minimisation problem is a minimal resource complexity
strategy.
7.4 Implementation
We use Metaopt to learn minimal resource complexity strategies. Metaopt
assumes a program cost function (Definition 36) as background knowledge. In
the experiments in this chapter, we use the program cost function:
program_cost(Atom,Cost):-
Atom=..[P,A,B],
world_check(cost(E1),A),
call(Atom),
world_check(cost(E2),B),
Cost is E2-E1.
This cost function gets the resource complexity of a strategy from the state. A
robot action modifies the state. Each time a robot action is successfully executed,
the cost of performing that action is added to the overall cost of the strategy,
which is itself maintained in the state as the monadic fact cost.
Example 18 (Robot action cost) Suppose we have the dyadic action move_right/2,
which increments a robot’s position by one and has an action cost of two. Let
the initial state be:
[robot_pos(0),cost(0)]
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Then performing the action move_right/2 will change the initial state to:
[robot_pos(1),cost(2)]
In Experiments 1, 2, and 3, Metaopt uses this implementation to learn minimal
resource complexity programs. When supplied with this program cost function,
we refer to Metaopt as Metaoptrc.
7.5 Experiments
We now describe three experiments in learning robot strategies which compare
Metaopt to Metagol. We investigate the null hypothesis:
Null hypothesis 1 Metaoptrc cannot learn lower resource complexity strategies
than Metagol
Common materials We use the same representation in all the experiments
in which there is humanoid robot in a one-dimensional space1. The robot can
perform actions to transform the state. Several actions are available in all
the experiments: move_right/2, move_left/2, pick_up_left/2, pick_up_right/2,
drop_left/2, drop_right/2, go_start/2, and go_end/2. Some actions are defined
in terms of others. For instance, the action go_start/2 is defined in terms
of move_left/2. The robot can check the state using fluents, for instance to
perform equality checks on objects which it is holding. The robot can reason
about its environment (the one-dimensional space), for instance to check its
position using the fluents at_start_position/1 and at_end_position/1. Because
the robot knows the size of the space, it can move to the middle position using
the action go_middle/2. The robot can manipulate its environment by changing
the start and end positions using the actions increment_start_position/2 and
decrement_end_position/2 respectively.
We compare strategies learned by Metaoptrc to strategies learned by Metagol.
In all experiments, we train using positive examples only.
1A one-dimensional space is used for simplicity and the learner can handle any n-dimensional
space
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7.5.1 Learning robot librarian strategies
Materials Imagine a robot librarian learning to find books. In the initial state,
there is an ordered list of d integers and the robot is at position 1 holding
the value k in its left hand. In the final state, the robot is in position k and
is holding the value k in both its left and right hands, i.e. the robot has
found the value k and has picked it up. In addition to the common background
knowledge, the robot can perform two actions: set_start_current_if_left_bigger/2
and set_end_current_if_left_smaller/2. Performing comparisons has a cost of
1. All other actions have no cost. An efficient strategy is one that minimises
comparisons. To evaluate whether Metaoptrc learns minimal cost strategies, we
state the resource complexity of a minimal cost librarian strategy:
Proposition 4 (Minimal cost librarian strategy) Let d be the number of
books. Then a minimal cost strategy involves log d comparisons and the
resource complexity is O(log d).
Sketch proof 1 The robot can perform binary search requiring O(log d) com-
parisons.
In addition, we supply Metagol and Metaopt with the precon, chain, and tailrec
metarules (Figure 3.1).
Methods Examples are searcher/2 atoms, where the first argument is the
initial state and the second is the final state. To generate training examples, we
select a random integer d from the interval [1, 1000] representing the number
of books2. We select a random integer k from the interval [1, d] representing
the position of the book to be found. To generate testing examples we repeat
the aforementioned procedure but with a fixed number of books d for each
value in the set {200,400,. . . ,2000} to measure the resource complexity as d
grows. We use 5 training examples and 10 testing examples. We measure mean
resource complexities of learned strategies over 10 trials and limit the search
to strategies of length five.
Results The log-lin plot in Figure 7.3 shows that Metaoptrc learns robot strate-
gies with resource complexities that match the theoretical predictions stated in
Proposition 4. By contrast, Metagol learns programs with non-minimal resource
21000 is an arbitrary limit and the learner handle any finite limit
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complexities. This result refutes null hypothesis 1. We can explain these results
by looking at the strategies learned by Metagol and Metaoptrc:
Program 7 (Metagol librarian strategy)
librarian(A,B):-same(A),pick_up_right(A,B).
librarian(A,B):-move_right(A,C),librarian(C,B).
Program 8 (Metaoptrc librarian strategy)
librarian(A,B):-go_middle(A,C),librarian_1(C,B).
librarian(A,B):-librarian_1(A,C),librarian(C,B).
librarian_1(A,B):-go_middle(A,C),set_start_current_if_left_bigger(C,B).
librarian_1(A,B):-go_middle(A,C),set_end_current_if_left_smaller(C,B).
librarian_1(A,B):-same(A),pick_up_right(A,B).
In accordance with its Occamist bias, Metagol found a compact but inefficient se-
quential search strategy with resource complexity O(d). By contrast, Metaoptrc,
having initially found the same sequential strategy, continued to search for a
more efficient strategy, eventually learning a recursive binary search strategy
with resource complexity O(log d).
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Figure 7.3: Log-lin plot of mean resource complexity of learned librarian strate-
gies when varying the number of books (d).
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7.5.2 Learning robot postman strategies
Materials Imagine a robot postman learning to collect and deliver letters.
Figure 7.4 shows such a scenario, where the robot is on a hill with d houses (the
size of the space). In the initial state, the robot is at position 1 and n letters are to
be collected. In the final state, the robot is at position 1 and n letters have been
delivered to their intended destinations. In addition to the common background
knowledge, the robot can perform five actions: take_letter/2, bag_letter/2,
give_letter/2, find_next_sender/2, and find_next_recipient/2. The robot can
take and carry a single letter from a sender using the action take_letter/2.
Alternatively, the robot can take a letter from a sender and place it a postbag
using the action bag_letter/2, which allows the robot to carry multiple letters.
The actions move_left/2, move_right/2, take_letter/2, and bag_letter/2 have a
cost of 1. All other actions have no cost. We now state the resource complexity
of a minimal cost postman strategy:
L1
L2
L1
L2
(a) Initial state (b) Final state
Figure 7.4: Postman initial/final state examples for a route on a hill. In the
initial states letters are to be collected. In the final states letters are at their
intended destinations.
Proposition 5 (Minimal cost postman strategy) Let d be the number of
houses and n be the number of letters to be collected and delivered. Then the
resource complexity of a minimal cost strategy is O(d + n).
Sketch proof 2 The minimal cost strategy involves the postman using the
postbag to hold all n objects. This approach involves d steps for a single-pass
traversal and n letter collections. The postman then needs to deliver each object
to its destination, which again involves at most d steps for traversal and n
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letter deliveries. Thus the overall complexity is bounded by 2(n+ d), which is
O(n+ d).
In addition, we use the chain and tailrec metarules (Fig 3.1).
Methods Examples are pman/2 atoms. To generate training examples, we
select a random integer d from the interval [10,25] representing the number
of houses. We select a random integer n from the interval [1,5] representing
the number of letters. For each letter we select random integers i and j from
the interval [1, d] representing the letter’s start and end positions, such that
i 6= j. To generate testing examples we repeat the aforementioned procedure
but with a fixed number of letters n from the set {2, 4, . . . , 20} to measure the
resource complexity as n grows. We use 5 training and 5 testing examples. We
measure mean resource complexities of learned strategies over 10 trials and
limit the search to strategies of length five.
Results Figure 7.5 shows that Metaoptrc learns strategies with resource com-
plexities that match the theoretical predictions (Proposition 5), whereas Metagol
learns non-minimal strategies. We can explain these results by looking at the
strategies learned by Metagol and Metaoptrc:
Program 9 (Metagol pman strategy)
pman(A,B):-pman_2(A,C),f(C,B).
pman(A,B):-pman_1(A,C),go_start(C,B).
pman_2(A,B):-pman_1(A,C),go_start(C,B).
pman_1(A,B):-find_next_sender(A,C),take_letter(C,B).
pman_1(A,B):-find_next_recipient(A,C),give_letter(C,B).
Program 10 (Metaoptrc pman strategy)
pman(A,B):-pman_2(A,C),pman_2(C,B).
pman_2(A,B):-pman_1(A,C),pman_2(C,B).
pman_2(A,B):-pman_1(A,C),go_start(C,B).
pman_1(A,B):-find_next_sender(A,C),bag_letter(C,B).
pman_1(A,B):-find_next_recipient(A,C),give_letter(C,B).
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Both strategies handle any number of houses, any number of letters, and
different start/end positions for the letters. However, although the strategies
are equal in their textual complexity, they differ in their resource complexity.
The strategy learned by Metaoptrc is more efficient than the one learned by
Metagol because it uses the postbag to store letters.
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Figure 7.5: Mean resource complexity of learned postman strategies when
varying the number of letters (n) for 50 places (d).
7.5.3 Learning robot sorting strategies
Materials Imagine a robot sorter where in the initial state there is an unsorted
list of length d and in the final state there is a sorted list of length d. The robot
can traverse the list moving sideways. The leftmost element represents the
smallest element in the sorted list. We provide the robot with the actions to
perform quick sort and bubble sort. We provide four complex actions: com-
pare_adjacent/2, split/2, combine/2, and go_start/2. The action compare/2
compares two adjacent elements and swaps them if the one to the right is
smaller than the one to the left. The action split/2 allows the robot to move
through the list comparing each element with the element in the robot’s left
hand (the pivot). If an element is less than or equal to the pivot, then the item
is placed in a left bag; otherwise it is placed in a right bag. Both bags are stacks.
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The action combine/2 empties the right bag, drops the pivot, and empties the
left bag. The action compare/2 has a cost of 1. All other actions have no cost.
We now state the resource complexity of a minimal cost sorter strategy:
Proposition 6 (Minimal cost sorter strategy) Let d be the list length. Then
the resource complexity of a minimal cost strategy is O(log d).
Sketch proof 3 A minimal cost strategy involves the postman learning quick
sort requiring (average case) O(d log d) comparisons.
In addition, we use the chain and tailrec metarules.
Methods Examples are sorter/2 atoms. To generate training examples we
select a random integer d from the interval [1,25] representing the length of
the list. We use Prolog’s randseq/3 predicate to generate a list of d unique
random integers from the interval [1,100] representing the input list, with
this list sorted representing the output list. To generate testing examples we
repeat the aforementioned procedure but with a fixed list length d from the set
{10, 20, . . . , 100} as to measure the resource complexity as d grows. We use 5
training and 10 testing examples. We measure mean resource complexities of
learned strategies over 10 trials and limit the search to strategies of length four.
Results Figure 7.6 shows that Metaoptrc learns strategies with resource com-
plexities that match the theoretical prediction (Proposition 6), whereas Metagol
learns non-minimal strategies. We can explain these results by looking at the
strategies learned by Metagol and Metaoptrc:
Program 11 (Metagol sorter strategy)
sorter(A,B):-sorter_1(A,C),sorter(C,B).
sorter(A,B):-sorter_1(A,C),go_start(C,B).
sorter_1(A,B):-comp_adjacent(A,C),sorter(C,B).
sorter_1(A,B):-decrement_end(A,C),go_start(C,B).
Program 12 (Metaoptrc sorter strategy)
sorter(A,B):-sorter_1(A,C),sorter(C,B).
sorter(A,B):-decrement_end(A,C),combine(C,B).
sorter_1(A,B):-pick_up_left(A,C),split(C,B).
sorter_1(A,B):-combine(A,C),go_start(C,B).
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Metagol learns a variation of bubble sort with a resource complexity close to
the average-case expectations of bubble sort (O(d2)). By contrast, Metaoptrc
learns a variation of quicksort with a resource complexity O(d log d).
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Figure 7.6: Mean resource complexity of robot sorter strategies when varying
input lengths (d).
7.6 Future work
In the robot strategies considered, we have assumed positive action costs. In
future work, we would like to consider negative action costs. i.e. benefits. For
example, to consider an action which recharges the robot’s battery, or actions
in which the robot collects other resources, such as glue or bricks, or recruits
other robots to help in a task.
Two of our experiments (postman and sorter) involve strategies where
objects are composed by storing objects in containers (such as the postbag). In
this setting, object composition increases the efficiency of the learned strategy.
We intend to explore this notion of object composition and investigate whether
inventing new objects can reduce the resource complexity of a problem. For
instance, in the postman example, we provide a postbag in the background
knowledge but we would like to develop methods for the learner to invent such
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an object. One idea is to treat object invention as constant invention, and to
automatically introduce new constant symbols to the constant signature, similar
to how we introduce new predicate symbols (Section 3.2).
7.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have investigated learning minimal resource complexity
robot strategies, described as logic programs. We have represented this prob-
lem as an instance of the cost minimisation problem. Our experiments show
that Metaoptrc learns minimal resource complexity strategies, in contrast to
Metagol, which learns non-minimal strategies. To our knowledge, this is the
first demonstration of an algorithm proven to learn resource minimal logical
strategies. This chapter supports Claim 2 of the thesis.
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Chapter 8
Learning efficient logic programs
In this chapter, we support Claim 2 of this thesis by using Metaopt to learn
minimal time complexity logic programs.
8.1 Introduction
Given a goal G, the time complexity of a logic program P is a function of the
size of the SLD-tree searched to find an SLD-refutation of P ∪ {G}. To learn
minimal time complexity programs, we introduce a cost function called tree
complexity which measures the size of a SLD-tree at the point of which a goal is
proved by a logic program. The tree complexity of a logic program is different
from resource complexity of a robot strategy because:
• Resource complexity only measures dyadic actions costs. By contrast, tree
complexity takes into account the costs of non-dyadic predicates.
• Resource complexity measures the proof cost, and thus ignores costs
involved in backtracking. By contrast, tree complexity ascribes costs to
the whole search for a proof, and thus includes backtracking steps.
• Resource complexity requires that users provide resource costs as back-
ground knowledge. By contrast, tree complexity is defined in terms of
the SLD-tree size of a goal with respect to a program, and thus does not
require user-provided costs.
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We support Claim 2 of this thesis by conducting experiments which show that
Metaopt learns minimal tree complexity programs, which correspond to minimal
time complexity programs.
8.2 Related work
Kaplan [54] described a method for estimating the average-case complexity of
deterministic logic programs. However, in contrast to functional and imperative
programs, logic programs can be non-deterministic, i.e. a logic program may
return multiple solutions. Multiple solutions to a logic program are found by
searching a SLD-tree for a SLD-refutation, and then backtracking to find other
SLD-refutations. In [31], the authors introduced a semi-automatic method
to estimate the worst-case complexity of deterministic and non-deterministic
logic programs. However, this approach required meta-information, such as
mode declarations and type information. In contrast to these approaches,
we introduce a cost function which estimates the worst-case complexity of
deterministic and non-deterministic logic programs by measuring the size of
the SLD-tree searched to find a SLD-refutation of a goal, which does not require
meta-information. In addition, the aforementioned approaches did not consider
how to machine learn efficient programs.
In this chapter, we use iterative descent (Chapter 6) to learn minimal tree
complexity programs. This approach reduces the hypothesis space by restricting
the number resolutions allowed to find a hypothesis. Our approach is similar
to one proposed by Blum and Blum [8] which Shapio [119] later adapted.
Shapio used the notion of h-easy functions to limit the search for a hypothesis,
where an atom A is h-easy with respect to a logic program P if there exists a
derivation of A from P using at most h resolution steps. Shapiro’s approach
measures the number of resolutions in the derivation of A from P, and thus
ignores backtracking steps, which is also the case with resource complexity. By
contrast, our approach uses the notion of tree complexity to measure the total
number of resolutions required to find a SLD-refutation of a goal with respect
to a program, i.e. tree complexity includes backtracking steps.
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8.3 Framework
In computer science, time complexity refers to the time an algorithm needs to
perform some computation (Section 2.1). In logic programming, computation
is formalised by means of SLD-resolution (Section 3.1.1). Given a logic program
H and a goal G, computation involves finding a SLD-refutation of H ∪ {G}. A
SLD-refutation is found by searching a SLD-tree, which contains all possible
SLD-derivations, and thus all possible SLD-refutations. Prolog searches for
SLD-refutations using a depth-first search [129]. Therefore, we can measure
the runtime (time complexity) of a Prolog program as a function of the size of
the SLD-tree that it is being searched. Specifically, we measure the size of the
leftmost branch of the SLD-tree in which the first SLD-refutation is found, i.e.
the leftmost successful branch (Definition 10):
Definition 43 (Tree complexity) Let H be a logic program, G a goal, T a
SLD-tree for H ∪ {G}, and L be the leftmost successful branch of T . Then the
tree complexity Φtc(H, G) is the number of resolutions prior to and including L
within the depth-first enumeration of T .
We learn minimal tree complexity programs by representing the problem as
a cost minimisation problem (Chapter 6). The input is the tuple (B, E,Φtc,τc)
where Φtc is as stated in Definiton 43 and τc is as stated in Definition 21. A
solution to this cost minimisation problem is a minimal tree complexity program.
Our experiments in Section 8.5 show that minimal tree complexity programs
correspond to minimal time complexity programs.
8.4 Implementation
Metaopt assumes a program cost function (Definition 36) as background knowl-
edge. To learn minimal tree complexity programs, we use the program cost
function:
program_cost(Atom,Cost):-
statistics(inferences,I1),
call(Atom),
statistics(inferences,I2),
Cost is I2-I1-1.
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This predicate uses a feature of SWI-Prolog to measure the number of logical
inferences needed to prove a goal, where an inference is defined as a call or
redo on a predicate1. In the experiments in this chapter, we supply Metaopt
with this predicate. When supplied with this predicate, we refer to Metaopt as
Metaopttc.
8.5 Experiments
We now describe three experiments to evaluate Metaopttc. To do so, we compare
programs learned by Metaopttc, Metagol, and Metaoptrc (Metaopt supplied
with the resource complexity function). To be clear, we compare three learning
systems:
• Metagol
• Metaopttc: Metaopt supplied with the tree complexity cost function.
• Metaoptrc: Metaopt supplied with the resource complexity cost function,
where each dyadic background predicate has a cost of 1 and all non-dyadic
predicates have no cost.
8.5.1 Experiment 1: convergence on minimal cost programs
This experiment revisits the find duplicate problem from Section 1. The aim is
to see whether Metaopt converges on minimal cost programs given sufficient
training examples (Theorem 6). In particular, we want to see how many
examples are required in practice for convergence. We test the null hypothesis:
Null hypothesis 1 Metaopt cannot learn minimal cost programs without large
numbers of training examples.
Materials To refute null hypothesis 1, we must identify a minimal cost pro-
gram in the hypothesis space, which, in this experiment, is a minimal tree
complexity program. We provide Metaopttc with the ident, chain, and tailrec
metarules (Figure 3.1) and four background predicates: mergesort/2, tail/2,
1http://www.swi-prolog.org/pldoc/man?predicate=statistics/2
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head/2, and element/2. We limit the search to programs with four clauses. The
minimal cost program in the hypothesis space is2:
Proposition 7 (Find duplicate minimal cost program) Let n be the list length.
Then the tree complexity of a minimal cost program is O(n log n).
Sketch proof 4 The minimal cost program involves first sorting the list and
then passing through the list checking whether any two adjacent elements are
the same. Thus the overall cost is O(n log n).
Although this result gives the order of the minimal cost program, the actual
program will have many operations which affect the resulting cost. Therefore,
we compare the results with the target minimal cost program:
f(A,B):-msort(A,C),f2(C,B).
f2(A,B):-f1(A,C),head(C,B).
f2(A,B):-tail(A,C),f1(C,B).
f1(A,B):-head(A,C),tail(C,B).
Method Examples are fdup/2 atoms. We generate training examples as fol-
lows. For the first argument, the list which contains a duplicate, we select a
random integer k from the interval [5, 100] and generate an ordered sequence
from 1 . . . k. We select a random integer j from the interval [1, k] as the du-
plicate element and append it to the list. Finally, we randomly shuffle the list.
The second argument is the duplicate element j. To generate testing examples
we repeat the aforementioned procedure but for the fixed list size of 5000
to measure the learned program cost. We use m training examples from the
interval [1, 30] and 20 testing examples. We measure mean tree complexities
and running times over 100 trials. We enforce a 10-minute timeout.
Results Figure 8.1a shows that Metaopttc learns programs with lower costs
given more training examples. After approximately 25 examples, Metaopttc
converges on the minimal cost program, refuting null hypothesis 1. Figure 8.1b
shows similar results when measuring the runtimes of learned programs. These
results show that the tree complexity of a program corresponds to the time
complexity of a program.
2One could find the duplicate in time O(n) using a hash table but this solution is not in the
hypothesis space, so could not be found by Metaopt.
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Figure 8.1: Figure (a) shows the tree complexities of programs learned by
Metaopttc when varying the number of training examples. After approximately
25 examples, Metaopttc converges on the minimal cost program. Figure (b)
shows the corresponding runtimes.
8.5.2 Experiment 2: comparison with other systems
This experiment again revisits the find duplicate problem from Section 1. The
aim is to compare the efficiency of programs learned by Metaopttc, Metagol,
and Metaoptrc. We test the null hypothesis:
Null hypothesis 2 Metaopttc cannot learn programs with lower costs and run-
ning times than Metagol and Metaoptrc.
Materials We provide all three systems with the background knowledge used
in Experiment 1.
Method Examples are fdup/2 atoms. We generate training examples in the
same way as in Experiment 1. To generate testing examples we repeat the afore-
mentioned procedure but for fixed list sizes from the set {1000, 2000, . . . , 10000}
to measure efficiency as the input grows. We use 20 training and 20 testing
examples. We measure mean program costs and running times over 40 trials.
We limit the search to programs of length four and enforce a 10-minute timeout.
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Results The log-lin plots in Figure 8.2 show that Metaopttc learns programs
with lower tree complexities and lower runtimes than Metagol and Metaoptrc.
Therefore, null hypothesis 2 is refuted in terms of tree complexities and running
times. There is a standard error on the Metaopttc line because in one of the 40
trials, Metaopttc learned a non-minimal cost program. In all the other trials,
Metaopttc learned the minimal cost program. Example programs learned by
Metagol, Metaoptrc, and Metaopttc are shown below:
Program 13 (Metagol and Metaoptrc fdup program)
fdup(A,B):-head(A,C),fdup_1(C,B).
fdup(A,B):-tail(A,C),fdup(C,B).
fdup_1(A,B):-tail(A,C),member(B,C).
Program 14 (Metaopttc fdup program)
fdup(A,B):-msort(A,C),fdup_1(C,B).
fdup_1(A,B):-head(A,C),fdup_2(C,B).
fdup_1(A,B):-tail(A,C),fdup_1(C,B).
fdup_2(A,B):-tail(A,C),head(C,B).
8.5.3 Experiment 3: string transformations
In [72] the authors evaluate Metagol on 17 real-world string transformation
problems. Figure 8.3 shows problem p01 where the goal is to learn a program
to extract names from inputs. This experiment explores whether Metaopttc can
learn minimal cost programs for these problems.
Materials We provide Metaopttc, Metagol, and Metaoptrc with the curry
and chain metarules (Figure 3.1) and the background predicates: is_letter/1,
not_letter/1, is_uppercase/1, not_uppercase/1, is_number/1, not_number/1,
is_space/1, not_space/1, tail/2, dropLast/2, reverse/2, filter/3, dropWhile/3,
and takeWhile/3. The setup for Metaopttc, Metaoptrc, and Metagol is the
same as in Experiment 2, i.e. the aim is to learn programs with minimal tree
complexities and thus minimal time complexities.
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Figure 8.2: Figure (a) shows the tree complexities of learned fdup/2 programs.
The costs of programs learned by Metaopttc match those of the minimal cost
program and are of order O(n log n). By contrast, the programs learned by
Metagol and Metaoptrc are of order O(n2). Figure (b) shows the corresponding
runtimes.
Input Output
My name is John. John
My name is Bill. Bill
My name is Josh. Josh
My name is Albert. Albert
My name is Richard. Richard
Figure 8.3: Examples for the p01 string transformation problem.
Method The dataset from [72] contains five examples of each problem. We
perform leave two out (keep three in) cross validation. We measure mean
program costs and running times over all trials. We limit the search to programs
with six clauses and enforce a 5-minute timeout.
Results Out of the 17 problems, Metagol, Metaoptrc, and Metaopttc learned
different programs for 8 of them. Figure 8.4 shows the tree complexities for
the 8 problems, where Metaopttc learns programs with lower tree complexities
in all cases, again refuting null hypothesis 2. For problem p01, the cost of the
program learned by Metaopttc (31) is half of that learned by Metagol (67) and
Metaoptrc (86). Example programs learned by the systems for problem p01
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are:
Example 19 (Metagol p01 program)
p01(A,B):-tail(A,C),p01_1(C,B).
p01_1(A,B):-dropLast(A,C),p01_2(C,B).
p01_2(A,B):-dropWhile(A,B,not_uppercase).
Example 20 (Metaoptrc p01 program)
p01(A,B):-p01_1(A,C),p01_4(C,B).
p01_1(A,B):-p01_2(A,C),p01_3(C,B).
p01_2(A,B):-filter(A,B,is_letter).
p01_3(A,B):-dropWhile(A,B,is_uppercase).
p01_4(A,B):-dropWhile(A,B,not_uppercase).
Example 21 (Metaopttc p01 program)
p01(A,B):-tail(A,C),p01_1(C,B).
p01_1(A,B):-p01_2(A,C),dropLast(C,B).
p01_2(A,B):-p01_3(A,C),p01_3(C,B).
p01_3(A,B):-tail(A,C),p01_4(C,B).
p01_4(A,B):-p01_5(A,C),p01_5(C,B).
p01_5(A,B):-tail(A,C),tail(C,B).
Although textually more complex, the program learned by Metaopttc is more
efficient because it successively applies the tail/2 predicate until it reaches the
first letter of the name. By contrast, Metagol learns a program which uses
the higher-order dropWhile/3 predicate to recursively check whether the head
symbol is uppercase, and if not it drops the head element, which requires twice
the work. Because Metaoptrc only associates costs with dyadic predicates, it
found a program which does not directly use any primitive dyadic predicates,
and thus has a resource cost of 0, yet is less efficient than the one found by
Metaopttc.
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Figure 8.4: Tree complexities of learned string transformation programs where
Metaopttc learns more efficient programs than Metagol and Metaoptrc in all
cases.
8.6 Future work
Our result that Metaopt learns minimal cost programs (Theorem 6) assumes
sufficient training examples. The find duplicate experiment showed that Metaopt
can learn minimal cost programs with small numbers of examples. However,
future work should further test this claim on other domains, such as learning
from visual data. We also want to see whether Metaopt can learn minimal space
complexity programs.
Metaopttc calculates the tree complexity of a program during the learning.
To reduce learning times, we would like to investigate approximating the tree
complexity by approximating the SLD-tree size [58].
8.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have investigated learning minimal tree complexity programs,
and thus minimal time complexity programs. We have introduced a program
cost function called tree complexity (Definition 43), which is based on the size
of a SLD-tree at the point of which a goal is proved by a logic program. Our
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experiments on the find duplicate problem and real-world string transformations
show that given small numbers of examples, Metaopttc learns minimal tree
complexity programs, and thus minimal time complexity programs. To our
knowledge, this is the first demonstration of an algorithm proven to learn
efficient logic programs. This chapter supports Claim 2 of the thesis.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and future work
We now conclude by reviewing the contributions and discussing future work.
9.1 Conclusions
We started this thesis by claiming:
• Claim 1: we can efficiently machine learn programs
• Claim 2: we can machine learn efficient programs
To support these claims, we have introduced techniques to efficiently learn
efficient programs. Specifically, we have made the following contributions:
Contribution 1: metarules A MIL learner takes metarules as part of the back-
ground knowledge. In Chapter 4, we explained that selecting which metarules
to use is a trade-off between efficiency and expressivity: the hypothesis space
increases given more metarules, so we wish to use fewer metarules, but if we
use too few metarules then we lose expressivity. To alleviate this trade-off, we
used Plotkin’s reduction algorithm to logically reduce sets of metarules. Using
this approach, we found that only two metarules are necessary to entail all
metarules in the H2∗m fragment of logic. Our experiments showed that, compared
to learning with non-minimal sets of metarules, learning with minimal sets
of metarules improves predictive accuracies and reduces learning times. This
contribution supports Claim 1.
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Contribution 2: higher-order programs In addition to metarules, a MIL
learner takes clauses as part of the background knowledge. In previous work
on MIL, and most work on ILP, these clauses were first-order, and were used
to learn first-order programs. In Chapter 5, we extended MIL to support learn-
ing higher-order programs by using higher-order definitions as background
knowledge. We showed that learning higher-order programs reduces the tex-
tual complexity required to express target classes of programs which in turn
reduces the hypothesis space. Our sample complexity results show that learning
higher-order programs reduces (1) the number of examples required to reach
high predictive accuracies, and (2) learning times (Proposition 3). To learn
higher-order programs, we introduced MetagolAI , a MIL learner which also
supports higher-order predicate invention, such as inventing predicates for the
higher-order abstractions map/3 and reduce/4. Our experiments showed that,
compared to learning first-order programs, learning higher-order programs
improves predictive accuracies by up to 50% and reduces learning times by
four orders of magnitude. This contribution supports Claim 1.
Contribution 3: cost minimisation problem In Chapter 6, we introduced
the cost minimisation problem, a framework for learning efficient programs,
where specific program cost functions are provided as input. We also introduced
Metaopt, a MIL learner which solves the cost minimisation problem. Metaopt
uses a new search procedure called iterative descent to iteratively search for more
efficient (lower cost) programs, each time further restricting the hypothesis
space. We showed that, given sufficient training examples, Metaopt converges
on minimal cost programs (Theorem 6). This contribution supports Claim 2.
Contribution 4: learning efficient robot strategies In Chapter 7, we used
Metaopt to learn minimal resource complexity robot strategies, where resource
complexity is a user-defined measure of the resources necessary for a robot
to perform certain actions. Our experiments showed that, whereas Metagol
learns non-minimal cost strategies, Metaopt learns minimal cost strategies. For
instance, the sorter experiment (Section 7.5.3) showed that Metaopt learns an
efficient quicksort strategy, whereas Metagol learns an inefficient bubble sort
strategy. This contribution supports Claim 2.
Contribution 5: learning efficient logic programs In Chapter 8, we used
Metaopt to learn minimal time complexity logic programs. To learn such
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programs, we introduced a cost function called tree complexity which is based
on the size of a SLD-tree at the point of which a goal is proved by a logic
program. In contrast to resource complexity, tree complexity takes into account
backtracking when measuring the cost of a program, which is necessary to
measure the efficiency of non-deterministic programs. In addition, because
tree complexity is based on the size of a SLD-tree, user-defined cost functions
are not required. Our experiments showed that when supplied with this cost
function, Metaopt learns minimal tree complexity programs which correspond
to minimal time complexity programs, such as learning efficient programs for
programming puzzles and real-world string transformations. This contribution
supports Claim 2.
9.2 Future work
We now outline potential future work to address limitations of this thesis.
9.2.1 Background knowledge
Metarules In Chapter 4, we used logical minimisation techniques to show
that only two metarules are necessary to entail all metarules in the H2∗m fragment
of logic, and that using these two metarules improves learning performance
compared to using more metarules. However, we have not used this minimal
set in the rest of this thesis.
One reason for not using this minimal set is that it is restricted to dyadic
logic programs, whereas in the rest of the thesis we have used non-dyadic
background knowledge, such as the predicates is_uppercase/1 and is_number/1
when learning string transformations (Chapter 8). Although the class of dyadic
logic programs with one function symbol has Universal Turing Machine (UTM)
expressivity [132], some concepts are not easily expressed in this class, such as
when learning triadic target predicates. In the case of learning triadic predicates,
one would need to change the representation to compose multiple terms into
compound terms, and similarly decompose terms into multiple terms. Such
a representation change would likely increase the size of the target program,
which would increase the size of hypothesis space (Theorem 1 and Lemma 2)
which would in turn lead to longer learning times. An increase in program size
may also lead to a reduction in the readability of the program [117].
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In future work, we want to use similar techniques to those used in Chapter
4 to reduce broader classes of metarules, such as those containing monadic and
triadic predicates, which preliminary work suggests is possible. By having a
complete (i.e. sufficient to entail all hypotheses) set of metarules, we would
also like the prove both the soundness and completeness of Metagol, both
of which should follow from the soundness and refutation completeness of
SLD-resolution [74].
Another reason for not using the minimal set is learning efficiency. In Chapter
4, our experiments showed that learning with minimal sets of metarules reduces
learning times compared to learning with the maximal sets of metarules. We
also explored randomly sampling metarules from the maximum set, where the
experiments again showed no benefit in using more metarules. However, this
is not always the case. For example, when Metagol was used to learn dyadic
string transformations [72], the learned programs only used the chain metarule.
In this case, the optimal set of metarules is a subset of the minimal set. In
future work, we want to investigate learning optimal sets of metarules. Such an
approach could use never-ending learning [82] to count the frequency of use
of metarules. We could then select metarules based on their frequency of use.
By combining a never-ending learning with dependent learning [72], we
could also learn metarules over time. In this approach, we could supply Metagol
with a full enumeration of metarules for a fixed language. In this approach, we
could supply Metagol with a full enumeration of metarules for a fixed language.
We could then learn relatively simple clauses, which we could unfold to derive
new clauses, which could be uninstantiated to generate metarules. For instance,
reconsider the learned string transformation program from Section 8.5.3:
p01(A,B):-tail(A,C),p01_1(C,B).
p01_1(A,B):-dropLast(A,C),p01_2(C,B).
p01_2(A,B):-dropWhile(A,B,not_uppercase).
Having learned this program, Metagol could unfold the program to remove
unnecessary invented predicates to form the new clause:
p01(A,B):-tail(A,C),dropLast(C,D),dropWhile(D,B,not_uppercase).
We could then uninstantiate the bound variables to form the metarule:
P(A,B):-Q(A,C),R(C,D),S(D,B,F).
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Background knowledge reduction The hypothesis space of a MIL learner is
a function of the number of metarules and the number of background predicates,
i.e. the size of the background knowledge (Theorems 1 and Lemma 2). In
Chapter 4, we used Plotkin’s reduction algorithm to find redundant metarules.
In future work, we want to see whether we could use similar techniques to
minimise background knowledge with respect to metarules. We briefly men-
tioned this form of reduction in Section 4.5.2 when learning robot strategies.
Specifically, we described the case when we could remove the move_right/2
predicate from the background knowledge, which Metagol could replace by
combining the inverse metarule with a move_left/2 predicate. This idea of
purposely removing background predicates is analogous to dimensionality re-
duction, widely used in other forms of machine learning [122], but which has
been under used in ILP [41]. Our preliminary experiments seem to indicate
that this reduction is possible.
Higher-order definitions In Chapter 5, we introduced MetagolAI which sup-
ports learning higher-order programs by using higher-order definitions as back-
ground knowledge. This approach led to the invention of functional constructs
for use in higher-order predicates, such as map/3 and until/4. In future work,
we want to investigate the use of relational constructs. For instance, consider
this higher-order definition of a closure:
closure(P,A,B)← P(A,B)
closure(P,A,B)← P(A,C), closure(P,C,B)
We could use this definition to learn compact abstractions of relations, such as:
ancestor(A,B)← closure(parent,A,B)
lessthan(A,B)← closure(increment,A,B)
subterm(A,B)← closure(headortail,A,B)
Moreover, the issue of how metarules might themselves be learned could be
treated in a similar fashion using higher-order programs, such as:
chain(P,Q,R,A,B)← Q(A,C), R(C,B)
inverse(P,Q,A,B)← Q(B,A)
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Acquisition of background knowledge As with most work in ILP and pro-
gram induction, we have assumed background knowledge as input. However,
as with determining which metarules to use, determining which background
knowledge to use is non-trivial. If given insufficient background knowledge,
then Metagol can potentially invent the necessary background knowledge [22],
such as inventing missing kinship relations (Section 4.5.1) or missing robot
actions (Section 4.5.2).
However, reinventing missing background knowledge may be intractable.
For instance, when learning the find duplicate program in Section 8.5.1, we
provided the msort/2 predicate as background knowledge. If not given this
predicate, then Metagol could potentially learn it, but would require learning a
larger program. In the extreme case of being given no background knowledge,
and thus no inductive bias, Metagol, as with any program induction approach,
would be equivalent to universal induction methods, and the learning would
thus be intractable.
To avoid the intractability of learning with no background knowledge, ILP
has traditionally relied on domain experts to craft the background knowledge,
which is a problem because (1) background knowledge can be difficult or
expensive to obtain, and (2) if the domain changes or shifts, then the background
knowledge must be altered. To address this limitation, future work should
explore learning background knowledge over time. This idea was initially
explored in [72], where the authors used Metagol to learn a collection of string
transformation programs, whereby learned programs are saved so that they can
be reused in future learning. This approach allowed for Metagol to learn large
and complex programs by first learning programs for sub-programs of tasks.
However, although this approach worked in the short-term, in the long-term the
learning efficiency would decline because the size of the background knowledge
would grow monotonically. FOIL suffered from similar issues when it was used
to learn programs over time [106]. Therefore, to efficiently learn over time, a
program induction system must be able to forget background knowledge, which
is a topic for future work.
9.2.2 Efficient programs
Efficiency vs accuracy trade-off Theorem 6 shows that Metaopt learns min-
imal cost programs given sufficient training examples. The find duplicate ex-
periment (Section 8.5.1) supported this result and showed that Metaopt can
learn minimal cost programs with small numbers of examples (<25). Future
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work should further test this result on other domains, such as learning from
visual data. We also want to use Metaopt to learn minimal space complexity
programs.
Program complexity analysis Metaopt uses iterative descent to continually
reduce the hypothesis space to prune programs that are less efficient than
already learned ones. However, this approach is inefficient when the first found
program (in the first iteration of iterative descent) has a prohibitively high
cost. For instance, suppose you are learning to sort lists and that the shortest
program in the hypothesis space is permutation sort. Then in the first iteration
of iterative descent, Metaopt would find permutation sort, which would require
O(n!) time. If the examples are large, then this approach would be impractical.
To overcome this issue, iterative descent could start with a low program cost
bound and then iteratively relax this bound until the first program is found.
Once a program has been found, iterative descent could then work as it does now
and search for more efficient programs by continually restricting the hypothesis
space. Alternatively, we could estimate the tree complexity of a program by
approximating the SLD-tree size [58].
Algorithm discovery We have used Metaopt to learn efficient programs, such
as an efficient quicksort robot strategy and an efficient find duplicate program.
However, although the learning techniques are novel, the learned programs
are not, i.e. we have learned programs that we already knew about. In future
work, we want to use Metaopt for algorithm discovery, where the goal is to
learn programs that are useful and novel. One criterion to determine whether
a learned program is useful and novel is whether it is worthy of publication in
an algorithms journal. In other words, we want to use Metaopt to discover a
publishable algorithm.
9.2.3 Meta-interpretive learning
We now discuss the limitations of using MIL for program induction.
Program size In our experiments, we have learned complex but compact
programs, which rarely contain more than 6 clauses. As shown in Theorem 1
and Lemma 2, the hypothesis space of a MIL learner is exponential in the size
of the target program, which explains the difficulty in learning programs with
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a large number of clauses (e.g. more than 10). To overcome this limitation,
Metagol could use a greedy search strategy, which was briefly explored in [97],
in which Metagol finds the smallest program that covers one example and adds
the program to the background knowledge which can then be used to help cover
the rest of the examples. Because fewer clauses need to be learned for each
example, the search space is smaller than when performing non-greedy learning.
This greedy approach was shown to reduce learning times by two orders of
magnitude. However, this approach could lead to overly specific programs. In
the worst-case, this approach could learn a specific program for each example,
offering no generalisation. The aforementioned greedy approach does not help
in the case of learning from one example. In this case, one approach is to
decompose the single example into granular parts, and to then greedily learn
programs for the individual parts, which preliminary work suggests is possible.
Noise handling In all of our experiments, we have assumed noise-free exam-
ples, which means that a learned program must be consistent with all examples.
This assumption restricts MIL from being applied to noisy problems. To address
this limitation, we could relax the requirement that a program must be consis-
tent with all examples. One idea is to repeatedly learn programs from random
subsets of the examples, and to then calculate confidence levels of the learned
programs based on the size of the subsets and the number of repetitions.
Probabilities We have also assumed noise-free background knowledge. For
instance, in Chapter 7, we assumed that robot actions always succeed. However,
real-world robotic systems are fallible, and actions may be probabilistic. To
overcome this limitation, we would need a probabilistic MIL setting. In contrast
to MetaBayes [95], a version of MIL that assigns probabilities to hypotheses, we
would need a probabilistic version of MIL that assigns probabilities to clauses
in a program. Such an approach could be based on stochastic logic programs
[91] or Problog [110].
Negation We have learned definite programs. However, definite programs are
not expressive enough to represent incomplete knowledge [116]. In addition,
we sometimes want to learn programs with negative literals, i.e. normal pro-
grams [99]. For instance, in Chapter 5, we used MetagolAI to learn higher-order
programs by using higher-order definitions as background knowledge. One
such definition was until/4 (Example 12) in which the second clause contained
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negation in the body. We used negation as failure to learn programs which used
this definition. However, our approach is limited because we can only negate
already defined predicates, and thus we cannot invent predicates to be used as
conditions in until/4. Therefore, future work should explore adding negation
into MIL.
9.3 Summary
To conclude, the techniques introduced in this thesis open new avenues of
research in computer science and raise the potential for algorithm designers
to discover novel efficient algorithms, for software engineers to automate the
building of efficient software, and for AI researchers to machine learn efficient
robot strategies.
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